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Abstract 
Since the occupation until the present day, there have been great disparities in service provision be-

tween the West and East Jerusalem. Even though East Jerusalemites have the status of permanent 

residents in Israel and are entitled welfare and municipal services, only as little as 10% of the mu-

nicipal budget is allocated to East Jerusalem. There is a shortage of services such as water, sewage, 

road maintenance and garbage collection. The schools in East Jerusalem are in deplorable condition

and there is a lack of classrooms and qualified staff. Some claim that the neglect is caused by Pales-

tinians’ non-participation in the municipal elections. Palestinians in East Jerusalem have tradition-

ally been boycotting the municipal elections in Jerusalem since the annexation in 1967. The reason 

for the boycott stems from recognizing the legitimacy of the Jerusalem municipality and Israel’s 

control over East Jerusalem. Thus, the PLO and religious leaders encourage East Jerusalemites not 

to vote in the elections. However, in 2018 there was an unprecedented interest in the elections 

among  Palestinians. Two Palestinian candidates intended to enter the electoral race, albeit only one

ran for the council seat. This thesis seeks to examine how Palestinian engagement in the elections 

has changed throughout the years by looking at historical timeline, analyzing Palestinians’ pro and 

contra elections arguments and discussing Israel’s policies towards East Jerusalem residents.
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1. Introduction

Following the Six Days War in 1967, Israel annexed East Jerusalem. Since then Israeli authorities 

have been making claims that Jerusalem, «complete and united,» is the capital of Israel.1 Even 

though the Israeli government justified the occupation by creating a legal framework, it did not ap-

ply to Palestinians living there in the same way. Israel has a very flexible citizenship policy towards

Israeli Jews, who, as a rule, are entitled Israeli citizenship immediately upon arrival. In similar 

cases, when a formal annexation of a territory takes place, the inhabitants are granted citizenship of 

annexing power. For instance, the Israeli citizenship was bestowed on the Arab inhabitants of the 

conquered areas during the 1948-1967 war, such as the Galilee in the North and the Negev in the 

South.2 

In East Jerusalem, however, Israel adopted a policy of an opposite nature.  The Palestinians who 

were residing in newly annexed East Jerusalem would not automatically receive Israeli citizenship 

unless requested, and were granted a status of «permanent residents» of Israel.3 It should be noted 

that almost all Arabs rejected the option of receiving Israeli citizenship.4 Palestinians who stayed in 

Jerusalem held Jordanian citizenship at the time, but after the first Intifada in the late 1980s most of 

them lost their Jordanian citizenship and remain stateless as a result. 

The permanent residentship status gives certain limited benefits. Even though Palestinians can not 

vote in national elections, they are eligible to vote in municipal elections. Besides, the permanent 

residency entitles Palestinians to special ID Cards, to be part of the Israeli health insurance and so-

cial security system, to obtain a work permit throughout Jerusalem, and to have free movement in-

1 «Basic Law: Jerusalem, Capital of Israel,» The Knesset, accessed April 14, 2020, https://www.knesset.-
gov.il/laws/special/eng/basic10_eng.htm.
2 Yoav Peled, «Ethnic Democracy and the Legal Construction of Citizenship: Arab Citizens of the Jewish 
State,» The American Political Science Review 86, no. 2 (1992): 435.
3 Menachem Klein, Oshrat Maimon, Tamar Luster and Talia Sasson, Permanent Residency A Tem-
porary Status Set in Stone Jerusalem (Ir Amim, 2012), 33, accessed February 20, 2020. http://
www.ir-amim.org.il/sites/default/files/permanent%20residency.pdf.
4 Leon Sheleff, «Jerusalem – Figment of the Imagination,» GeoJournal 53, no. 3 (2001): 298. 
www.jstor.org/stable/41147615.
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side Israel.56 Accordingly, Palestinians are obliged to pay taxes along with other inhabitants of 

Jerusalem.

Even though paying taxes is obligatory for Palestinians, they do not receive the same social benefits

compared to Israeli citizens in West Jerusalem. Palestinians are continuously deprived of municipal 

services such as garbage collection, welfare, education and suffer from lack of investment.

 Traditionally, since the annexation of East Jerusalem in 1967, Palestinians have largely chosen not 

to participate in municipal elections. The boycott of the elections is multifaceted, but it is consid-

ered first and foremost a nonviolent form of resistance against Israeli discriminative policies and the

occupation itself. In theory, Palestinian representatives in the city council could improve living con-

ditions of Palestinians in East Jerusalem. However, the majority of Palestinians are skeptical that it 

would make a real impact on the present-day municipal services.

It is noteworthy that there is a great engagement in Palestinian society on the topic of elections. 

Prior to each election, religious leaders issue fatwas calling Palestinians to boycott the elections. 

Many prominent Palestinian figures, both in social and political life, make media appearances and 

encourage Palestinians not to give their support to the elections. The latest municipal elections in 

Jerusalem were held in October 2018. They were characterized by unusually high Palestinian politi-

cal activism prior to the elections. A poll conducted in January 2018 showed that as many as 58 per-

cent of Palestinians living in East Jerusalem supported the idea of voting in the city’s elections, and 

14 percent oppose it.7

In order to understand better how the 2018 elections were held, it is necessary to look at how the 

electoral process works and how many votes are needed to pass the threshold. In Israel, residents 

are not legally obliged to vote in local or national elections. In local elections, a person could vote 

twice, for mayor and for a municipality council. Elections for mayor and council members are held, 

simultaneously. Previously, local and national elections took place on the same day. Since 1978 the 

local elections have been held every five years separately from the national elections. Election Day 

5 Hillel-Ben Yotam, The Legal Status, (NRC Norwegian Refugee Council, 2013), 24.
6 Officially East Jerusalemites have freedom of movement both inside Israel and the West Bank. However, 
in practice it might be challenging for some Palestinians to reach the West Bank, as they reside in East 
Jerusalem illegally and fear expulsion from the city. There are also check points between Israel and the West 
Bank, thus there is no freedom of movement per se.
7 Noam Brenner and Dan Miodownik, One city two realities Jerusalem 2018 public opinion survey 
(Leonard Davis Institute of International Relations: Jerusalem, 2018), 22.
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is a public holiday, which means it is a day off for the general public, and most of the businesses 

and schools are closed.

In order to win the mayoral elections, a candidate must receive at least  40 percent of the votes, or 

else a second round will be held between the two candidates who received the largest amount of 

votes in the first round. The winner is the one who receives the majority of votes in the runoff. In Is-

rael, a mayor is not limited by terms of office. One term length is five years, but there are mayors 

that have served for as long as forty years. Voter turnout in local elections in Israel is lower than in 

national elections, which is characteristic for most developed countries.8 Voter turnout in the Israeli 

national elections in 2019 was 71.65 percent.9

A number of Palestinians have campaigned for the municipal office in the past, including the 2018 

candidates, but the attempts ended in failure, meaning that there has not been a Palestinian represen-

tative in the Jerusalem city council since 1967. The most recent candidates were Aziz Abu Sarah 

from Palestinian-only party Al-Quds Lana (Jerusalem is Ours) who ran for the mayoral position, 

and Ramadan Dabash that submitted his candidacy for the 2018 municipal elections. Dabash heads 

Al-Quds Baladi list (Jerusalem My Town) and hoped to become a deputy mayor. Abu Sarah later 

withdrew his candidacy. Dabash ran for the elections, but failed to get enough votes. He received 

1,2% of total votes, while more than twice as many were needed in order to win a seat in the city 

council.10 The fact that the previous electoral campaigns ended in failure is perhaps not such an un-

expected outcome considering the great pressure on the candidates coming from both the Israeli and

Palestinian sides. It is important to mention that in Arabic sources, the Jerusalem Municipality is 

most commonly referred to as «Baladiyat al-Ih +tilāl,» the occupation municipality.11 East 

Jerusalemites also apply this term when interviewed about the elections.

Despite the fact that Dabash did not succeed in winning a seat in the city council, his participation 

has been widely discussed in the media and drew international and local attention to the challenges 

that Palestinians face in East Jerusalem.

8 Avi Ben-Bassat and Momi Dahan, «Social Identity and Voting Behavior,» Public Choice 151, no. 1/2 
(2012): 200. www.jstor.org/stable/41406923.
9«State of Israel,» Election Guide, accessed March 3, 2020. http://www.electionguide.org/countries/id/106/.
10 Adam Rasgon, «Palestinian list fails to win any seats on Jerusalem city council,» The Times of Israel, 
November 7, 2018, https://www.timesofisrael.com/palestinian-list-fails-to-win-any-seats-on-jerusalem-city-
council/. 
11 Āsīl Jundī, «Al-maqdasīūn īqāt Oūn al-intikhābāt baladīyat al-ih Oʿ tilāl,» al-Jazīra, October 29, 2018, 
https://tinyurl.com/yav5z2m8. 
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The latest elections were also held in the time of uncertainty. The United States have shifted their 

foreign policy in regards of Palestinians by recognizing Jerusalem as the capital of Israel and mov-

ing the American embassy to Jerusalem. This, in turn, has made the American foreign policy more 

open towards supporting Israel in building settlement communities. Hence, the elections are a part 

of geopolitical struggle that must be taken in the account. 

This topic is highly relevant because of the deteriorating situation in East Jerusalem. Palestinian res-

idents in Jerusalem constitute 37 percent of the total population, however only 10 percent of the 

municipal budget is distributed to Arab East Jerusalem.12 The poverty rates among the Arab popula-

tion in East Jerusalem are extremely high. As many as 75 percent of the residents of East Jerusalem 

and 81 percent of the children live below the poverty line, compared with 29 percent of the Israeli 

population and specifically 38 percent of Israeli children.13 The current situation of neglect is a mi-

crocosm of Israel’s policy towards Palestinians. Lack of investment, increased colonization, and 

strict rules regarding residency rights, all are examples of Israel’s deliberate politics to uproot Pales-

tinians from Jerusalem in order to secure a Jewish majority.

The aim of this study is to further explore East Jerusalemites’ attitude to the participation in the mu-

nicipal elections and underlying reasons for support or boycott of the elections. My research ques-

tion is as follows:

How has Palestinian engagement in the municipal elections in Jerusalem changed since the 1967 

occupation until the last municipal elections held in 2018?

To examine this question, this thesis will study Palestinians’ electoral discourse and Israel’s per-

spective on Palestinian electoral activity.  Can participation in the elections be considered normal-

ization of ties with Israel? Why do some Palestinians believe that boycotting is not effective nowa-

days? And finally, what is Israel’s position on the matter? I will argue that even though there has 

been a considerable rise in engagement in the municipal elections among Palestinians in recent 

years, the majority of the Arab population in East Jerusalem continues and is likely to continue boy-

12 The Association for Civil Rights in Israel, East Jerusalem: Facts and Figures 2017 (2017), accessed De-
cember 2, 2019, https://law.acri.org.il/en/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/Facts-and-Figures-2017-1.pdf.
13 Elizabeth M. Bartels, Jonathan S. Blake, Shira Efron and Yitzhak Reiter. What Might Happen if Pales-
tinians Start Voting in Jerusalem Municipal Elections? Gaming the End of the Electoral Boycott and the Fu-
ture of City Politics (Santa Monica, CA: RAND Corporation, 2018.) https://www.rand.org/pubs/research_re-
ports/RR2743.html. x.
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cotting the elections. Even if a Palestinian candidate ever wins a seat in the council, he or she is not 

likely to have a considerable impact on the Israeli policies towards East Jerusalemites.

This thesis argues that Palestinians living in Jerusalem feel detached from Israeli society and are not

treated equally as the majority of the population. Hence, they choose not to exercise their right to 

vote. The boycott is not merely pragmatic. Participating in Israeli politics would mean legitimizing 

Israel as a democracy. Furthermore, East Jerusalem is thought to be the future capital of the state of 

Palestine, which makes it problematic for Palestinians to vote in the Israeli municipal elections.

1.1. Methodology 
My research is largely based on primary sources, such as local newspaper articles (both Israeli and 

Palestinian), such as Wat Oan, Haaretz and The Times of Israel, international press as well as sec-

ondary sources which include peer-reviewed academic articles on the topic of elections in East 

Jerusalem and Palestinians’ boycott of them. I also use data gathered from social media, such as 

Twitter and Youtube, as those are some of the most popular platforms for the debate. I chose not to 

conduct interviews with ordinary East Jerusalemites on the street as there are an abundance of inter-

views available on Youtube.

1.2. A field study
My Arabic level is high intermediate, which has allowed me to conduct first hand interviews, ana-

lyze primary Arabic sources and understand Palestinian culture better while I was living in 

Jerusalem. The usage of the local language is crucial for field work while it allows one to pick up 

far more nuance and details than when working with English. Moreover, the ability to hold a basic 

conversation could work as an ice-breaker and be a sign of respect for the local community and cul-

ture.14 

In addition, I have conducted two interviews with Palestinians from Jerusalem who are involved in 

the ongoing discussion. One of them is Aziz Abu Sarah, a candidate in 2018 elections. I contacted 

him via a friend residing in Jerusalem. The interview was conducted on Skype entirely in colloquial

Arabic. My second informant is my former student, Nadim Khoury, a Jerusalemite who currently 

lives in Oslo. We met in person in December 2019, and the interview was conducted in Arabic as 

well. Since both of my informants are public people, a politician and a professor who write and 

14 Daniel Hammett, Twyman Chasca and Mark Graham, Research and Fieldwork in Development (Abing-
don England: Routledge, 2015), 176. 
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speak on the topic, I did not encounter any ethical challenges. Nevertheless, I made sure to follow 

standard interview procedure. My informants agreed to tape recording and were informed that the 

data could be used for my thesis.

Furthermore, I analyze my own observations made during my three-month stay in Jerusalem. I 

worked as a research intern in a Palestinian NGO called PASSIA (The Palestinian Academic Soci-

ety for the Study of International Affairs) where I completed a twenty-six page report on education 

in East Jerusalem. This experience has helped me to gain closer insight into the current dynamics of

the Palestinian society. I faced everyday grievances that Palestinians have to go through, made local

friends, and had a chance to have many fruitful discussions about local affairs and the upcoming 

elections in particular.

The method used for this thesis is qualitative. It will be used for analyzing the interviews and social 

media in order to understand the underlying reasons for Palestinians’ (non) participation in the elec-

tions and their perspectives on the issue. I have chosen this method because respondents can freely 

express their opinions, thoughts and experiences, and I had the opportunity to follow up their an-

swers in real time, which generated valuable, ongoing conversation about the subject.

The idea of this thesis’ topic emerged while observing Palestinian daily life prior to the elections in 

both East and West Jerusalem. The municipal elections were hot topic on both sides during autumn 

2018. In West Jerusalem one could see posters of different candidates around the city and Facebook

events where the perspective candidates would  show up for debate or discussion. In East 

Jerusalem, graffiti depicting a voting urn with the Star of David and a shoe on it,1516 as well as slo-

gans in Arabic urging to boycott the elections could be seen all around the city. On both sides, the 

elections were eagerly discussed on social media, e.g. on Twitter and Facebook groups as well as in 

local Palestinian and Israeli newspapers. 

I remember one curious episode that happened just before the first round of the elections.  I was at 

the open-air market Mahane Yehuda in the Western part of the city. It is always full of life even af-

ter sunset, as bars and restaurants are open until late. The market is very popular with the locals as 

well as foreigners, and I have frequently spotted religious youth, both ultra-Orthodox and regular 

Jews there. That night it looked like the electoral campaign was in full action. Campaigners from 

15 ʿAbd al-ʿAfu Bassam, «Khiyana.» 2018, Twitter, 25.40 cm x 25.40 cm, https://twit-
ter.com/PalestinianPic/status/1059045960372895744/photo/1.
16 See Appendices. 
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different political parties were roaming around the market, talking to vendors and visitors, shouting 

slogans and singing songs. People around seemed engaged and participated eagerly in discussions 

with the campaigners. I could not follow what they were saying as they were speaking Hebrew, 

which I have not mastered. 

One of the campaigners approached me and asked me something in Hebrew. I replied that I did not 

understand, and he addressed me in English instead: «Do you live in Jerusalem?». «Yes,» I replied. 

«Vote for x candidate. He is really good,» he said. I thought it was important to specify: «But I live 

in East Jerusalem. Will this candidate do any good for Palestinians?». The campaigner looked puz-

zled. «No, not for Palestinians,» was his answer. It is still not clear to me whether he misunderstood

me and thought I was referring to the inhabitants of the West Bank, or that he simply did not con-

sider the Arab population of East Jerusalem as an integral part of Jerusalem. The question I posed 

was, however, still relevant for many Palestinians in this debate. Will any of the mayoral candidates

do any good for the residents of East Jerusalem? More importantly, Is there any point in voting?

1.3. Central Argument and General Outline 
This thesis is structured in the following manner. In chapter two I present the previous literature 

written on the topic of Palestinian engagement in the elections. In chapter three I compare rights 

and obligations of permanent residents and citizens of Israel. Additionally, I talk about trends of 

normalization and Judaization among Palestinians as well as Israel’s perspective on the Palestini-

ans’ elections participation. In chapter four I present a historical overview of Palestinians’ engage-

ment in the elections from 1967 until 2018. Chapter three also includes a presentation of two Pales-

tinian candidates in 2018 elections and the main points of their electoral campaigns. Subsequently, I

discuss pro and contra arguments among Palestinians concerning participation in the elections. In 

chapter five I describe the current situation in Jerusalem focusing on living conditions and chal-

lenges East Jerusalemites face in their everyday life. After presenting the main findings, the sixth 

and final chapter will conclude with overall discussion of the topic of the thesis. 
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2. Background and Previous Literature 

The topic of Palestinians’ boycott of municipal elections in Jerusalem has not been extensively ad-

dressed in many research studies. Extant literature consists mainly of reports written prior to the 

elections in 2017-2018 by NGOs based on conducted research on the matter, as well as newspaper 

articles, interviews with prospective Palestinian candidates and Israeli politicians. All the reports 

were written or translated into English from Hebrew, as English is the language that is most com-

monly used by the NGOs in Palestine and Israel. The reports’ main foci has been to account for 

Palestinians’ non-participation in the elections, yet few of them take into consideration recent Israeli

investment in East Jerusalem’s infrastructure. One would expect that better infrastructure and im-

provement of services might change Palestinians’ view on the municipality, and  they would ex-

press approval towards the municipality. However, that does not necessarily apply in Palestinians’ 

case.  Palestinians are skeptical to this sudden shift in Israeli policy and realize the true motives be-

hind it.17 The trend of reversing fifty years of neglect is still fresh, thus additional research on the 

matter is needed in order to measure the impact of the Israeli investment on Palestinians’ willing-

ness to continue or break the boycott.

Moreover, current research lacks the data on the reasons for Palestinians’ incentive to exercise their 

right to vote in the elections. Taking both arguments into account is crucial for understanding Pales-

tinians’ position on the matter.

The boycott has also been discussed in Israeli, Palestinian and international media. A number of Is-

raeli and foreign newspapers and channels have interviewed both candidates. No Palestinian media 

have conducted interviews with either of the candidates. Additionally, polling data on public opin-

ion in East Jerusalem about elections’ participation are available. 

Among the academics who study electoral activity among Palestinians is Michael Dumper, profes-

sor in Middle East politics at the University of Exeter, discusses local elections in East Jerusalem in 

his book Jerusalem Unbound: Geography, History, and the Future of the Holy City. He looks at lo-

cal municipal elections in Jerusalem as well as Palestinian elections and explores reasons for low 

voter turnout in both of them. He also gives an account of discriminatory policies of the municipal-

ity implemented by Jerusalem’s mayor Teddy Kollen in the early years of the occupation. Hillel Co-

17 Tia Goldenberg, «Israeli east Jerusalem plan gets cool Palestinian reception,» AP news, July 20, 2018. 
https://apnews.com/ba48a5821f13423d88072359885b4f4d.
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hen, a Jerusalemite himself, and a renowned Israeli scholar who studies Jewish-Arab relations in 

Palestine and Israel in his book The Rise and Fall of Arab Jerusalem: Palestinian Politics and the 

City since 1967, focuses on the local and national Palestinian elections in East Jerusalem and analy-

ses 2006 Palestinian legislative elections in particular.

Several NGOs have written reports and conducted research on the subject. Among them is Pales-

tinian think-tank PASSIA who looks at the history of Palestinian engagement and non-engagement 

in municipal elections in previous years and discuss possible reasons for Palestinians to (not) exer-

cise their right to vote which will be addressed in the analysis of pro and contra elections argu-

ments.18 RAND Corporation, an American research organization, has outlined the possible scenar-

ios if Palestinians were to take part in the elections through a seminar-style game which involved 

Palestinian and Israeli policy experts from Jerusalem. They concluded that the fragmented nature of

Palestinian politics would make it difficult for any successful candidates to make a real impact on 

the Israeli municipal policies. International Crisis Group, Brussel-based transnational organization, 

has carried out an in-depth analysis of the effects of Israel’s territorial policies on the Palestinian 

body politics in their reports titled Reversing Israel’s Deepening Annexation of Occupied East 

Jerusalem and  The Jerusalem Powder Keg. All these studies were conducted prior to 2018 municipal 

elections in Jerusalem.

In contrast to existing literature, this thesis takes recent changes in Israeli policies towards East 

Jerusalem into consideration, such as the aim to narrow socio-economic gaps, and analyses possible

long-term outcomes for Palestinians and how they might affect their voting behavior in future elec-

tions. In this thesis I will discuss each Palestinian elections’ candidate incentive to run in the elec-

tions and the possible reasons why they failed. Moreover, this thesis will examine not only Pales-

tinians’ arguments contra participation in the elections, but also why some have decided to defy the 

boycott.

18 «Palestinians and the Jerusalem Municipal Elections,» PASSIA, accessed November 10, 2019, http://pas-
sia.org/media/filer_public/63/94/6394a50d-ba1b-4d2d-8a59-8332d11757f1/
palestinians_and_the_israeli_jerusalem_municipal_elections_2018_1.pdf. 
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3. Israel’s policy towards Palestinians in East Jerusalem

3.1. Permanent residents vs citizens: rights and obligations

Unlike Arab citizens of Israel, East Jerusalemites do not possess Israeli citizenship. After the annex-

ation of Jerusalem in 1967, Israel conducted a census, and those who were present were granted 

permanent resident permits.19 Only a handful of Palestinians from East Jerusalem then applied for 

citizenship. Of the total 2561 citizens who had applied for the nationality, about 1200 Palestinians 

were granted Israeli citizenship.20 They were able to do so only under certain conditions, such as 

swearing allegiance to the state, demonstrating some knowledge of Hebrew and proving they were 

not citizens of any other country. The rest had declined to apply as that would legitimize the Israeli 

rule. Unlike Palestinians living in the West Bank and Gaza Strip, Jerusalemites are not eligible for 

receiving PA identity documents and, as a result, remain Jordanian citizens.21 

In his article titled «Jerusalem- figment of the imagination,» Leon Sheleff, a renowned Israeli law 

and sociology professor, contends that had Jerusalem indeed been annexed, the permanent residents

of the area would have automatically been granted Israeli citizenship. However, Israel adopted a 

different administrative policy and granted citizenship only to those who requested it, as mentioned 

above. Thereby, one can argue that the annexation in fact did not occur, neither by international nor 

by domestic law.22  The imposition of Israeli law, jurisdiction and administration in East Jerusalem 

contravenes the resolution of international customary law. The UN Security Council, in its resolu-

tion of 25 September 1971, stipulated that «all legislative and administrative actions taken by Israel 

to change the status of the City of Jerusalem, including expropriation of land and properties, and 

legislation aimed at the incorporation of the occupied section, are totally invalid.»2324

After the 1967 war, Israel avoided using the term annexation and adopted a series of amendments 

that indicated that Israel was merely expanding the city municipal boundaries and extending its laws

19 Eitan Felner, A policy of discrimination Land Expropriation, Planning and Building in East Jerusalem 
(Jerusalem: Btselem, 1997), 18. https://www.btselem.org/sites/default/files/publications/
199505_policy_of_discrimination_eng.pdf.
20«Hundreds of Palestinians From Jerusalem Received Israeli Nationality,» Asharq Al-Awsat, last modified
14 January, 2020, https://english.aawsat.com//home/article/2082336/hundreds-palestinians-jerusalem-re-
ceived-israeli-nationality.
21 International Crisis Group, The Jerusalem Powder Keg, (August 2 2005), 9.
22 Sheleff, «Jerusalem,» 300.
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to the newly adjoined area.25  Political scientist Ian Lustick said that the goal of avoiding any clear 

act of annexation or sovereignty extension was to shun any act that could support any symbolic, le-

gal or political scrutiny. The Israeli government amended two pre-existing statuses and one admin-

istrative declaration. It should be pointed out that neither the amended documents ever mentioned 

Jerusalem nor included the words «annexation» or «sovereignty.»26

Furthermore, the gap between Israel’s de facto annexation of East Jerusalem through applying its 

laws and full-fledged annexation was manifest in selective application of the law. For instance, it 

had not forced Israeli citizenship upon Palestinians, had allowed Palestinians the usage of foreign 

curricula (first Jordanian, later Palestinian) and had not completed land registration. Ian Lustick 

called it «occupation through municipal expansion.»27 In the end, Israel had no intention to enfran-

chise Arab residents that remained in Jerusalem together with inhabitants of the West Bank areas 

that fell under the municipality's jurisdiction. This fact is crucial for understanding the grounds for 

Israel’s policy of systematic and deliberate neglect towards East Jerusalem population. 

Initially, Israel intended to move as many Arabs as possible out of Jerusalem by building housing 

projects for East Jerusalemites outside the city limits. Amir Cheshin, former mayoral adviser on 

Arab affairs in Jerusalem, detailed the municipality project that moved Arab families to Abu Dis 

and Azariya villages that were located on Jerusalem borders.28 The project began in 1982 and was 

initially a great success, according to Cheshin. Palestinians were somewhat skeptical, but after re-

ceiving promises from then mayor Teddy Kollek that they would retain their Jerusalem ID cards 

and continue to receive municipal services, many purchased property and relocated to the villages.29

Eventually, promises were forgotten, and Palestinian families were deprived of welfare benefits by 

virtue of the fact that as residents of the Occupied Territories they no longer had the right to receive 

municipal services. Cheshin listed many similar examples of Israeli land expropriation in order to 

prevent Palestinians from building and also hindering the creation of links to the West Bank. 

23«Resolution 298 (1971) of 25 September 1971,» United Nations Security Council, accessed April 25, 
2020, https://unispal.un.org/UNISPAL.NSF/0/441329A958089EAA852560C4004EE74D. 
24 Due to the limited scope of this paper, I will not examine the international laws and resolutions on East 
Jerusalem.
25 Ian S Lustick,. «Yerushalayim, Al-Quds and the Wizard of Oz: Facing the Problem of Jerusalem after 
Camp David II and the Al-Aqsa Intifada,»  Journal of Israeli History: Jerusalem in the Past Fifty Years 23, 
no. 2 (2004): 202.
26 Ibid, 203.
27 Ibid, 202.
28 Amir Cheshin, Bill Hutman and Avi Melamed, Separate and Unequal : The inside Story of Israeli Rule 
in East Jerusalem (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1999), 63.
29 Ibid, 64.
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Israel’s ultimate plan was to expropriate as much land as possible for building new Jewish neigh-

borhoods with the goal of ensuring Israeli demographic superiority, according to Cheshin.30

Expropriations were legally justified on the grounds that they were for public use. In fact, the land 

was used exclusively for the Jewish sector.31 This policy was not so overt, yet only Jews were eligi-

ble for the state subsidies for home purchase in these areas. The justification was simple- Palestini-

ans were not eligible as they were not Israeli citizens.

There are other laws that favor Jews or Israeli citizens to permanent residents. To illustrate, only  

citizens can run for mayor, but permanent residents can be members of the city council.32 This is the

law that barred Aziz Abu Sarah, a Palestinian candidate for the 2018 elections, from the electoral 

race. Consequently, he petitioned the Higher Court to overturn this law. However, he withdrew his 

candidacy due to pressure from Israeli and Palestinian authorities. I will elaborate more on this in 

the chapter called the 2018 municipal elections .

Even though Israeli citizens and permanent residents pay the same amount of taxes in relation to 

each other, Palestinians in East Jerusalem have much lower income than their Jewish counterparts. 

The per capita GDP in Israel is $40000, while the numbers in East Jerusalem vary between $5000 to

$6000.33 Thus, despite the fact that East Jerusalemites have access to welfare benefits and freedom 

of movement inside Israel unlike those residing in the West Bank, they have lower purchasing 

power and higher living expenses. As one of the participants of the roundtable discussion organized 

by the Palestine-Israel Journal pointed out, even if the salary of an East Jerusalemite was higher 

than the one of the West Bank residents, after paying the arnona34 and other taxes, one would be 

left with lower wage compared to those in the West Bank.35 The economic aspect plays an impor-

tant role for the steadfastness of East Jerusalemites. They are more likely to remain in the city if 

they are provided work opportunities.

30 Ibid, 62.
31 Ibid, 60.
32 «Khok hareshuyot hamekomiyot (b'khirat rosh hareshut usganav vekehunatam), tav-shin-lamed-hei-
1975,» accessed May 4, 2020,  https://www.nevo.co.il/law_html/law01/p213_053.htm?fbclid=IwAR1-
vAYD-niaOv4G0veLFcb3YvPQ7XCeG1juambnzearxIJy7p2xo-a40IJ0#Seif37.
33«Inequality in the Holy City: Palestinians, Jews, and Jerusalem,» Partners For Progressive Israel, last 
modified February 8, 2019, https://www.progressiveisrael.org/inequality-in-the-holy-city-palestinians-jews-
and-jerusalem/.
34 Arnona is a type of property tax paid by each household to the local municipality.
35Ziad Abuzayyad, «Young Palestinian Voices from East Jerusalem,» Palestine-Israel Journal of Politics, 
Economics and Culture 21, no. 2 (2015): 95, https://www.pij.org/articles/1674/young-palestinian-voices-
from-east-jerusalem. 
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All in all, East Jerusalemites who decided not to obtain Israeli citizenship live in a political and le-

gal grey zone as their rights and conditions fall somewhere between those residing in the West Bank

and Israeli Arabs. They live a precarious existence as their residence permit can be revoked at any 

time, and they risk being deported or displaced.

Much of this thesis discusses Palestinians’ point’s of view and their engagement around the topic of

elections. At this point, it is also crucial to examine Israel’s position on the matter. At first glance, it

might seem that Israel was discouraging Palestinians from participating in the elections, as it hap-

pened in Abu Sarah’s case. But is that reason sufficient in explaining why Palestinians are not par-

ticipating in Israeli elections in Jerusalem? Moreover, why did the State of Israel show a more posi-

tive reception towards Dabash as a candidate for the city council? In the following subchapter, I 

will look at Israel’s actions both to encourage and discourage Palestinian electoral participation. I 

will also examine Israel’s general policy towards Palestinians in East Jerusalem, and review how it 

has changed from the annexation in 1967 until 2018. 

3.2. Trends of Judaization and normalization of ties with Israel 
among Palestinians

In the aftermath of annexation in 1967, Israel saw Palestinian participation in the municipal elec-

tions as a positive development, as it would give ground for their acceptance of Israeli rule and le-

gitimize Israel’s presence in East Jerusalem. Yet, the strategy that was both adopted by Palestinians 

and encouraged by the PLO and Jordan was to boycott them. Nevertheless, the first and the third 

municipal elections saw high numbers of Palestinians participating due to rumors spread by the mu-

nicipality as a part of an electoral campaign.36 

With time, Israel adopted a policy of disinvestment and neglect in regards to East Jerusalem neigh-

borhoods. Former mayor Ehud Olmert explained this strategy by saying that Israel avoided invest-

ing in areas that ultimately would not be part of Jerusalem and hence fall under Israeli authority.37 

36 Daniel Seidemann, «Elections in Jerusalem 2018: The Palestinian Dimension,» last modified October 17,
2018, https://web.archive.org/web/20191021130552/http://t-j.org.il/LatestDevelopments/tabid/1370/current-
page/1/articleID/897/Default.aspx.
37 «Reversing Israel’s Deepening Annexation of Occupied East Jerusalem,» International Crisis Group, last 
modified June 12, 2019, https://www.crisisgroup.org/middle-east-north-africa/eastern-mediterranean/israel-
palestine/202-reversing-israels-deepening-annexation-occupied-east-jerusalem.
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Meir Margalit, a former member of Jerusalem City Council, wrote a good anecdote that depicts 

Olmert’s knowledge and attitude towards Palestinians’ problems in the eastern part of the city. 

Once he asked the mayor about the services that the municipality provided to Kufr Ein Fu’ad, a 

village under municipality’s jurisdiction. The mayor gave a standard reply that the village received 

all the municipal services including welfare, education, garbage collection, public health and so on. 

There was only one problem with Olmert’s reply: Kufr Ein Fu’ad did not exist; Margalit made it up 

in order to test the mayor.38 This episode proved Margalit’s point that mayor Olmert, just as any 

other West Jerusalemite, was poorly informed about East Jerusalem’s geography and make-up.

East Jerusalem’s neighborhoods are not considered an integral part of the city in the eyes of Israeli 

politicians. Meir Margalit told his readers about another conversation he had with the mayor about 

infant welfare centers in East Jerusalem. The mayor justified that «it was not possible to establish a 

welfare infant center in all the villages around East Jerusalem.»39 Despite the fact that Olmert was 

well aware that Margalit referred to neighborhoods within the jurisdiction of Jerusalem, he called 

them «villages around Jerusalem.» Hence, he did not regard the East Jerusalem’s neighborhoods as 

part of the municipality; ergo he was not required to provide them services or be responsible for 

their infrastructure and development. 

However, unlike his predecessor, left-wing and long term Jerusalem mayor Teddy Kollek, Olmert 

realized that in order to strengthen Israel’s control over East Jerusalem, one must invest there. Thus,

one of his first acts as mayor was to order a survey of the municipal services provided to Jerusalem. 

Likud member Olmert intended to defame Kollek’s image as an Arab-friendly mayor and show that

East Jerusalem was in deplorable condition. Subsequently, the mayor instructed then director-gen-

eral of the municipality to correct the injustices and provide equal investment in East and West 

Jerusalem. Yet, Olmert’s declarations were not followed by actions, and the disparities in services 

provided to West and East continued. Olmert did invest more in East Jerusalem than Kollek,40 but 

that was far from sufficient.41 

38 Meir Margalit, «A Chronicle of Municipal Discrimination in Jerusalem,»  Palestine-Israel Journal of 
Politics, Economics and Culture Viii, no. 1 (2001): 32.
39 Ibid.
40 Under Olmer, more than $130 million had been invested in East Jerusalem.
41 Marshall J. Breger and Ora Ahimeir, Jerusalem: A City and Its Future (Syracuse: Syracuse University 
Press, 2002), 405-406.
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Teddy Kollek, Jerusalem’s longest serving mayor, who was loved by both Jews and Arabs,42 once 

said that the principal task of the municipality was to look after the Jewish majority.43 Amir Cheshin

expanded on the topic, by saying that planning and building laws in East Jerusalem were aimed at 

obstructing the planning in the Arab sector. This was done with the purpose of supporting and 

maintaining the Jewish majority.44 Despite extensive construction both in the West and in East, and 

the efforts of the municipality to impede the natural growth of Palestinian neighborhoods in the city,

Israel has failed to achieve a solid Jewish majority. In 2015-2016, the numbers of Haredim, reli-

gious Orthodox Jews, have risen and are likely to continue to rise.45 Many of them choose to study 

the Torah rather than working, and that has had a disastrous effect on Jerusalem’s economy. Secular

Jerusalemites fear that that will change the face of the city. As a result, net emigration from the city 

reached 75 300 between 1990 and 2001. Many of those who left were young, secular Israelis.46 

With that in mind, Israel decided to shift its strategy towards Palestinian residents of Jerusalem. The

municipal and national government passed a decision entitled «Narrowing Socio-Economic Gaps 

and Economic Development in East Jerusalem» in 2017. It features a five-year municipal plan that 

is designed to develop East Jerusalem socioeconomically and improve the lot of East 

Jerusalemites.47 However, with a total budget of US$560 million (or US$106 million per year) Is-

rael would not likely achieve its goals, for a much bigger amount would be needed to reverse the 

consequences of more than fifty years of neglect. Moreover, it is remarkable that the plan did not 

apply to the neighborhoods outside the Separation Barrier, even though they are under Jerusalem 

municipality jurisdiction, such as Shuafat and Kufr Aqab.

The Israeli government has also been overt about its goal of Judaization of the East Jerusalem popu-

lation. The municipal plan stated that one of its principal objectives is to «strengthen the integration 

of East Jerusalem residents into Israeli society and economy.»48 In practice, this means that Israel 

42 Jacob Berkman, «Obituary Teddy Kollek, Prolific Builder of Jerusalem,» Jewish Telegraphic Agency, 
January 3, 2007, https://www.jta.org/2007/01/03/archive/obituary-teddy-kollek-prolific-builder-of-jerusalem.
43 Meir. "A Chronicle,» 35.
44 Saree Makdisi, Palestine Inside Out: An Everyday Occupation (New York: W. W. Norton & Company, 
2010), 103.
45 Lee Cahaner, Maya Choshen, and Gilad Malach, 2016 Statistical Report on Ultra-Orthodox Society in 
Israel (Israel Democracy Institute and the Jerusalem Institute for Israel Studies, 2016), 6. https://en.idi.org.il/
media/4240/shnaton-e_8-9-16_web.pdf. 
46 Guy Chazan, «Jerusalem Votes: It's Sacred vs. Secular. Mayoral Campaign Offers Competing Visions 
for  City Key to Peace in the Mideast,» Wall Street Journal, (June 2, 2003): 2.
47 «Tzimtzum pearim khevratiyim kalkaliyim bemizrakh yerushalayim vepituakh kalkali,» Misrad rosh 
hamemshala (Prime Minister’s Office), accessed May 12, 2020, https://www.gov.il/he/departments/policies/
2017_des2684.
48 Ibid.
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aims to pursue a simultaneous policy of economic integration of Palestinians in East Jerusalem and 

subsequently the dilution of Palestinian national identity. They hope that Palestinians will ulti-

mately be integrated politically, accept Israeli rule, vote in the municipal elections, and identify as 

residents and citizens of Israel.49 

There are several measures Israel is taking in order to achieve its goals of integrating Palestinians 

into Israeli society. The plan focuses on teaching Israeli curriculum and deepening knowledge of 

the Hebrew language. The curriculum promotes Jewish national and ideological values and does not

accommodate Palestinian cultural identity and their nationalist values and aspirations.50  

A poll conducted by PCPSR51 in June 2015 among East Jerusalem residents, showed that as many 

as 52% of them would prefer to be Israeli citizens with equal rights. In an earlier survey conducted 

in 2010, only one-third chose Israeli over Palestinian citizenship. Hence, there has been a signifi-

cant increase of 20% in just five years. This data is confirmed by the rising numbers of East 

Jerusalemites who want to acquire Israeli citizenship. On average, there are about 1000 applications

a year, but few of them had been approved.52 Previously, it could take up to six years to receive Is-

raeli citizenship. However, following a High Court petition, Israeli authorities now aim to process 

the applications within a year.53 Additionally, 1200, an unprecedented high number of East 

Jerusalemites, received Israeli citizenship in 2019.54

Jerusalem’s former mayor Nir Barkat commented to Ma’ariv that East Jerusalemites were going 

through a process of Israelisation. The number of citizenship applications increased as well as stu-

dents who opted for bagrut, Israel’s matriculation exams, instead of tawjihi, its Palestinian counter-

part. «This is a welcome process.»55 Thus, facilitation of citizenship application process is one more

49 International Crisis Group, «Reversing Israel’s Deepening Annexation.»
50 «Briefing note regarding De-Palestinization of education in occupied East Jerusalem,» The Civic Coali-
tion for Palestinian Rights in Jerusalem, accessed April 2, 2020, http://www.civiccoalition-jerusalem.org/up-
loads/9/3/6/8/93682182/briefing_note_regarding_de-
palestinization_of_education_in_occupied_east_jerusalem.pdf. 
51 Palestinian Center for Policy and Survey Research.
52 Nir Hasson, «Shana bimkom shesh shanim: reshut haukhlusin tekatzer et halikh hahit'azrekhut letoshvei 
mizrakh yerushalayim,» Haaretz, February 26, 2019, https://www.haaretz.co.il/news/politics/.premium-
1.6969894. 
53 Ibid.
54 Toi Staff, «Unprecedented 1,200 East Jerusalem Palestinians got Israeli citizenship in 2019,» The Times 
of Israel, January 13, 2020, https://www.timesofisrael.com/unprecedented-1200-east-jerusalem-palestinians-
got-israeli-citizenship-in-2019/. 
55«Barkat:Yesh hafnama shel toshvei mizrakh yerushalayim shekore mashehu gadol,» Maariv, last modi-
fied May 9, 2018, https://www.maariv.co.il/news/military/Article-637391. 
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element of Israel’s long-term policy that seeks to integrate Palestinian residents of East Jerusalem 

into Israel and shift their national identity from «Palestinian» to «Arab of Jerusalem.» 

However, the increase in applicants does not necessarily mean «Israelisation» of Arabs of 

Jerusalem. Instead, many are driven by pragmatic goals and simply wish to survive and safeguard 

their presence in the city. I personally encountered two such cases. I got acquainted with one Amer-

ican-Palestinian during my stay in Jerusalem. He told me that he had applied for Israeli citizenship. 

That took me by surprise, considering the fact that he already had an American passport, in addition

to being an avid supporter of the Palestinian cause. He explained to me that he considered traveling 

to the US and staying there for a longer period of time, but would like to return to Jerusalem one 

day.56 Another informant of mine, Nadim Khoury, confirmed that he was thinking of getting Israeli 

passport, but it was a difficult decision for him for personal reasons. «The citizenship, after all, is 

just a piece of paper. A paper that helps one to preserve his Jerusalem ID. It does not mean that one 

becomes a part of the Israeli society,»57 were his words. Therefore, in both cases it was an act of 

steadfastness rather than normalization. 

3.3. Israel’s perspective on Palestinian participation in the elections

If Israel is interested in integrating Palestinians into the Israeli society, does it support their partici-

pation in the municipal elections? Yes and no. According to the findings of Rand’s seminar-style 

game, Israel considers East Jerusalemites running and voting in the elections a positive develop-

ment. The Israeli government team stressed that as long as the Palestinian bloc stayed relatively 

small, fewer than three or four members, and did not make attempts to run for mayor’s seat, it 

would not be regarded as a threat to Israel’s interests.58 Moreover, it would support the govern-

ment’s claim of equal treatment of minorities and enhance the legitimacy of the municipality and Is-

raeli control over a unified Jerusalem. Nonetheless, the team acknowledged that it would act differ-

ently and try to depress voter turnout in case the numbers reached 40 percent or more among Pales-

tinians. This shows that the Israeli government is interested in Palestinians’ participation only as 

long as they vote in small numbers and have no significant influence on the municipality’s policy. 

56 Author’s conversation with East Jerusalemite American.
57 Author’s interview with Nadim Khoury.
58 Bartels, Blake, Efron, and Reiter, What Might Happen, 41.
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What kind of Palestinian candidate would Israel support? Dabash, one of the candidates for the 

2018 elections, is a mukhtar, a local community leader of Sur Baher and possesses the rare Israeli 

citizenship. It is worth noting that Dabash was a former member of the right-wing Likud party that 

is run by Netanyahu.59 As Dabash himself commented to the media, he left Likud because he felt 

that Palestinians would be less inclined to vote for a candidate who was affiliated with this party.60 

Furthermore, Dabash claimed that the connection to Likud was in the past, and only with the pur-

pose of benefiting East Jerusalem residents. At present, he is no longer associated with Likud in any

way. Nonetheless, according to a Crisis Group interview with a Likud activist, Likud had secured 

fundings for Dabash’s electoral campaign.61

The activist explained that the party made an exception for Dabash due to the fact that he was a for-

mer Likud member, and he did not run on a nationalist platform.62 His principal goal was to secure 

better service provision for East Jerusalemites. Aziz Abu Sarah, the second Palestinian candidate 

for the latest 2018 elections, unlike Dabash, is not Israeli citizen and was ultimately blocked from 

participating in the elections precisely because he was outspoken about Palestinian nationalism and 

his party name, Al Quds Lana (Jerusalem is Ours) speaks for itself. However, he was also supported

by the Israeli left-wing represented by a lifelong Israeli peace activist Gershon Baskin. 

In summary, there has been a shift in Israel’s politics towards East Jerusalem residents. After more 

than fifty years of neglect, Israel has greatly increased its investment in East Jerusalem aiming to ul-

timately «Israelize» Palestinians. Data gathered by various organizations and research institute 

shows that East Jerusalemites are more positive to work and study in Israel. Many generations do 

not remember a divided Jerusalem, and they are accommodating themselves to this reality. In addi-

tion, more Palestinians have applied and received Israeli citizenship. Nevertheless, these trends can 

be explained by the fact that East Jerusalemites wish to secure their residency in the city, and do not

indicate normalization of ties with Israel.

59 Adam Rasgon, «Breaking boycott, some East Jerusalemites vote in hope for better services,» The Times 
of Israel, October 30, 2018, https://www.timesofisrael.com/breaking-boycott-east-jerusalemites-put-hope-
for-better-services-in-ballot-box/.
60 Adam Rasgon, «Taboo-breaking Palestinian candidate says East Jerusalem deserves better,» The Times 
of Israel, August 2, 2018, https://www.timesofisrael.com/taboo-breaking-palestinian-candidate-says-east-
jerusalem-deserves-better/.
61 International Crisis Group, «Reversing Israel’s Deepening Annexation.»
62 Ibid.
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Regarding the elections, one can conclude that both Israel right and left-wing have an interest in in-

creased Palestinian participation in the elections, albeit for different motives. The right-wing re-

gards it as acceptance of Israeli sovereignty over East Jerusalem by Palestinians and hopes that they

gradually will become more loyal to Israel. The left-wing acknowledges the uneven distribution of 

the budget funds between the East and West and believes Palestinians deserve to have their share of

the municipal budget. In all, Israel is willing to support a Palestinian candidate as long as he does 

not challenge Israeli rule over East Jerusalem. 

In the next chapter I will look in detail at the municipal elections in Jerusalem, namely who and 

how gets elected and what were the results of the last elections held in 2018. Additionally, I will 

give a brief overview of Palestinian participation in the elections from 1967 until 2018. Ultimately, 

I will discuss Palestinian arguments pro and contra the elections.

4. Palestinian engagement in the 1967-2018 municipal 
elections

On June 28 1967 the Israeli government annexed East Jerusalem and extended Israeli law, jurisdic-

tion and public administration over the area. The period after 1967 is characterized by high settle-

ment activity in East Jerusalem and conflicts over al-Aqsa compound. By 1979 the population of Is-

raeli Jewish settlers in East Jerusalem had augmented from 8 649 in 197263 to 50 000.64 In total 

eleven municipal elections have been held after the annexation. The first municipal elections held in

Jerusalem after annexation were held in 1969 and the latest were held in 2018. 

In 1969, Palestinians voter turnout was unusually high. In fact, it was the highest voter turnout in 

the history of Jerusalem’s municipal elections, 21%. The high figure is explained due to rumors that

were spread among municipal employers. It was claimed that no voting could result in a loss of 

rights and entitlements,65 hence the «eager voters», as they were called by Israelis, were simply 

afraid to lose their jobs. The Israelis interpreted high participation numbers in their favor and 

63 «Israeli Settler Population 1972-2006,» Foundation for Middle East Peace, accessed May 1, 2020,
https://web.archive.org/web/20081118071827/http://fmep.org/settlement_info/settlement-info-and-

tables/stats-data/israeli-settler-population-1972-2006.

64«Jerusalem Chronology Israeli Occupation; 1967,» PASSIA, accessed November 5, 2019, http://passi-
a.org/media/filer_public/49/f8/49f86e36-a654-4e03-8ba7-9d7ca532b8ed/israeli_occupation_1967.pdf. 
65 Michael Dumper, Jerusalem Unbound : Geography, History, and the Future of the Holy City (New 
York: Columbia University Press, 2014), 67.
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claimed that this showed «Palestinians’ positive interest in the day-to-day administration of the 

united city.»66

The next elections’ participation numbers among Palestinians drastically declined, and were as low 

as 7% in 1973.67 Ten years after the first elections, in 1978, the same situation occurred as happened

during the elections held in 1969. The voter turnout was rather high, 18.4%, which was, again, gen-

erated by similar rumors. Many years later Mayor Teddy Kollek’s campaign head admitted that the 

rumors were intentionally circulated as a part of his campaign strategy.68

In 1987 the first Palestinian announced plans to run for the mayor’s office in the next Jerusalem 

elections in 1989. Hanna S. Siniora, 49-years-old at the time, is a Palestinian Christian. He was a 

chief-editor of Al Fajr, one of the smallest East Jerusalem Arabic-language newspapers with a cir-

culation of 9000 to 12000.69 Siniora was, and continues to be a prominent figure in Palestine-Israel 

relations. In 1985 he took part in a Jordanian- Palestinian peace talk delegation. Today he is the 

publisher of The Jerusalem Times and a co-chief executive officer of the Israel/Palestine Center for 

Research and Information. Siniora, a dedicated Fatah70 supporter, was eager to participate in the 

elections and told journalists that he would head a Palestinian list to run in the next elections with 

the hope to win enough seats in the City Council to represent the interests of Jerusalem’s Arab mi-

nority. 

As expected, the reactions to Siniora’s plans were predominantly negative, both from Israelis and 

Palestinians. Right-wing politician Nissim Zeev claimed that if Siniora wins, the council would 

have to answer to PLO’s demands. Furthermore, he suggested that the Interior Ministry should pro-

pose legislation preventing «enemies of Israel» from running for posts in local governments.71 Other

right-wing politicians raised a question whether it was time to reconsider the right of East Jerusalem

66«Report of the Secretary-General under Security Council Resolution 267 (1969) of 3 July 1969,» United 
Nations Security Council, accessed April 25, 2020, 
https://unispal.un.org/UNISPAL.NSF/0/135A2B5B13E3B6A9852563FC007D2BBE.
67 «Palestinians and the Jerusalem Municipal Elections.»
68 Seidemann, «Elections.»
69«A Palestinian’s plan to run stir up Jerusalem,» The New York Times, last modified June 18,1987, https://
www.nytimes.com/1987/06/18/world/a-palestinian-s-plan-to-run-stirs-up-jerusalem.html.
70 Fatah is a Palestinian political party and the largest fraction of the PLO.
71 Dan Fisher, «Palestinian Seeks Arab Rights in Israeli System,» Los Angeles Times, August 9 1987, 
https://www.latimes.com/archives/la-xpm-1987-08-09-mn-488-story.html. 
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Arabs to vote. It is important to note that from the very beginning Siniora had insisted that it was his

personal initiative and was not connected to the PLO, Palestinian Liberation Organization.72

At the same time, most Palestinians rejected the idea of voting in the elections. They argued that 

participation in the elections would lead to recognition, acceptance and legitimation of the Israeli 

annexation of Jerusalem. Palestinians’ principal goal is the establishment of an independent Pales-

tinian state, and such move would undermine the Palestinian struggle for independence. The PLO 

officially criticized Siniora’s candidacy as a sign of legitimizing the Israeli rule.73

Yet, not all the reactions were negative. The liberals on the Israeli side welcomed Siniora’s partici-

pation, pointing out that it was important to take the 130 000 Arab residents of Jerusalem into con-

sideration. Teddy Kollek, the long time mayor of Jerusalem, issued a statement praising Siniora’s 

intention to run and emphasized that Arabs and Israelis have shared responsibility in running the 

united city.74

Siniora also had some proponents among Palestinians. The mayor of Bethlehem called it a «very 

brilliant idea» and suggested that it would not influence the struggle for independence. On the con-

trary, it would draw attention to the Arab minority of Jerusalem.75

Siniora himself had a similar vision. He countlessly stressed that he did not endorse or renounce the 

annexation of Jerusalem, but he believed that in order to come to better understanding and achieve 

conflict resolution, the cooperation on the local level was crucial. If the eligible Arab voters voted 

for him and his block had won at least four to six seats, that would have granted the Arab minority a

strong influential power over the decisions made in the Jerusalem City Council. Finally, Siniora be-

lieved that Jerusalem was a «focal point» of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict and if one’s goal was to 

find peace, one should start with Jerusalem.76

72 The Palestinian Liberation Organisation (PLO) was founded in 1964 with the purpose of liberating 

Palestine.

73 Itamar Rabinovich, Middle East Contemporary Survey, Volume Xi, 1987 (Boulder: Westview Press, 
1989), 260.
74 Michael Ross, «Arab Youth Slain as Israel Marks Six-Day War: Another Hurt,» Los Angeles Times, June
6, 1987, https://www.latimes.com/archives/la-xpm-1987-06-06-mn-5171-story.html.
75 «A Palestinian’s plan.»
76 Ibid.
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Subsequently, two weeks after Siniora’s announcement, members of PFLP, People's Front for the 

Liberation of Palestine, set fire to two cars that belonged to him. They also painted a slogan on a 

wall next to the cars. It read in Arabic: «Jerusalem will remain the capital of Palestine».77 After the 

accident and fierce criticism from virtually all political sides, Siniora withdrew his candidacy. The 

1989 elections were characterized by extremely low voter turnout among Palestinians, 3%.78

In 1993 a leftist Israeli party Shalom Yerushalayim (aka As-Salaam Min Ajal Al-Quds), the Peace of

Jerusalem, consisting of Sarah Kaminker, Dr. Moshe Amirav, Deputy Mayor Dr. Lotte Salzburger, 

Dr. Gershon Baskin, Prof. Veronika Cohen, Dr. Shlomo Elbaz and Hillel Bardin, intended to run in 

the municipal elections. The idea was to form a joint Israeli-Palestinian list with the hope that 

Jerusalemite Arabs, along with liberal Jews, would support the party that had equal rights and a fair 

share of municipal funds on their agenda. Prior to elections, Jerusalem Palestinians declared that 

they would not cast their vote for the party unless Yasser Arafat, former Palestinian leader of the 

PLO, approved the voting. The approval of Arafat, Palestinian leader who enjoyed an unequivocal 

support from Palestinians, was crucial for East Jerusalemites. Some of the party members travelled 

to Tunis to gain his approval, but they returned empty-handed.79 The party ended its work shortly 

after. 

The 1993 elections had a slightly higher voter turnout of Palestinian voters than in the previous ones

at 5%. The 1993 elections outcome was decisive for Palestinians in many ways. Jerusalem mayor 

Kollek from the Labour Party was defeated by right-wing Likud candidate, Ehud Olmert. Following

the victory, Olmert proclaimed that he would «expand the city to the east» and sought to strengthen 

Israeli control over East Jerusalem.80

The first Palestinian General elections were held on January 20, 1996. Five days prior to the upcom-

ing elections, the Likud Party distributed pre-election anti-propaganda in Arabic and Hebrew 

through East Jerusalem and placed pressure on Palestinians not to vote in the elections. They 

claimed they would risk losing their residence permits. The fear of losing residency status, threats 

77«The World,» Los Angeles Times, last modified June 22, 1987, https://www.latimes.com/archives/la-
xpm-1987-06-22-mn-5177-story.html. 
78 «Palestinians and the Jerusalem Municipal Elections.»
79 Hilel Cohen and Rafi Kotz, The Rise and Fall of Arab Jerusalem: Palestinian Politics and the City since 
1967. Vol. 10 (Routledge Studies on the Arab-Israeli Conflict. Abingdon England: Routledge, 2011), 95.
80«Period following the DOP: The Issue of Jerusalem after Oslo,» PASSIA, accessed November 15, 2019, 
http://passia.org/media/filer_public/8a/9a/8a9aade0-9a5b-4f34-b9b5-a5142007f37a/
period_following_the_dop_the_issue_of_jerusalem_after_oslo.pdf.
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from the Israeli army as well as administrative complications led to only a thirty percent voter 

turnout among eligible Palestinian voters.81 

 After Siniora, there was another prominent Palestinian who decided to defy the boycott, Musa 

Alayan, a holder of an Israeli passport from Beit Safafa. He headed the Independent Arab list and 

intended to run in the next elections that were due to take place in 1998. Alayan, an insurance agent 

and a lawyer, emphasized that his candidacy was not political and would focus on combating day-

to-day problems, such as obtaining adequate municipal benefits from the municipality and improv-

ing the living conditions of Arab Jerusalemites.82 He claimed that his candidacy received prior con-

sent from the PLO. Faisal Husseini, PLO’s executive member in charge of Jerusalem affairs, later 

disclaimed his assertions. The PLO urged Palestinians to boycott the elections. Alayan received 

only 3000 votes, failing to pass the threshold to receive even one seat in the municipality.83  Subse-

quently, Alayan filed a legal complaint against the elections’ results in Jerusalem District Court, ac-

cusing Palestinian activists of aggressive campaigning against him. He claimed that on election day,

masked men threatened voters and hindered access to the polls in East Jerusalem.84

The same year, Hadash, an Israeli-Arab party, ran the first-ever Arab candidate for mayor, Nazim 

Bader, along with a list for the city council. The list ran on a «divided Jerusalem» platform and ar-

gued that Palestinians in East Jerusalem should be under Palestinian sovereignty and therefore boy-

cott the elections.85The overall voter turnout that year reached 6,5 percent.86

Alayan tried to run for elections again on the Independent Arab List, both in 2003 and 2008, but fell

short of obtaining a seat in the city council. The voter turnout among Palestinians was extremely 

low, 3 percent in 2003 and 2 percent in 2008.87 The lowest voter turnout among Palestinians in East 

81 The Status of Jerusalem (New York: United Nations, 1997), 21, https://www.un.org/unispal/wp-content/
uploads/2016/07/The-Status-of-Jerusalem-Engish-199708.pdf.
82 Charmaine Seitz and Matthew Brubacher, «Interview (translated from Arabic) with Moussa Alayan Arab
List candidate for the 1998 Jerusalem elections,» BADIL Resource Center, accessed November 5, 2019, 
https://badil.org/en/publication/press-releases/12-1998/86-press31-98.html.
83 Khaled Abu Toameh, «How Jerusalem's Arabs Act Against Their Own Interests,» last modified October 
14, 2013, https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/4019/jerusalem-elections-arabs.
84 Justus Reid Weiner, «The Palestinian Boycott of Jerusalem's Municipal Political Process: Consequences 
for the Level of Public Services and Infrastructure,» Jerusalem Issue Brief,
last modified 23 March, 2003,  https://www.jcpa.org/brief/brief2-21.htm.

85 «Palestinians and the Jerusalem Municipal Elections.»
86 Ibid.
87 Seidemann,«Elections.»
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Jerusalem in history was however in 2013 elections, when only 0,9 percent voted. This was 95 

votes out of 180 299 eligible votes from mainly Arab neighborhoods.88  

Hence, boycotting elections among Palestinians in East Jerusalem is a part of a pattern. Neither 

Teddy Kollek, who allegedly ran «Arab-friendly» politics nor Ehud Olmert from the right-wing 

Likud managed to appeal to Palestinian voters. The voter turnout in East Jerusalem has been sus-

tainably low since the annexation in 1967. The few Arab candidates who attempted to run either for 

a council seat or the mayoral position also failed to gain enough votes to pass the threshold. That 

can be attributed to PLO campaigns urging to boycott the elections before each election. The PLO's 

approval appears to be crucial for a successful electoral campaign. Moreover, these candidates did 

not have strong leadership positions in Palestinian society, thus they came short in attracting East 

Jerusalem voters.  

4.1. The 2018 municipal elections
The election day in 2018 looked just like any other day in East Jerusalem. Cafes and restaurants 

were open; children went to school. This scene posed a sharp contrast to West Jerusalem, where it 

looked as if it was Shabbat day.89 The NGO where I worked was open, and we worked as usual. I 

found it strange since it was a public holiday, and frankly speaking, I also wanted a day off. In re-

sponse to my question about why we were open on Election Day, our receptionist remarked, «Those

are the Jewish elections.»

About 3 840 000 people or 58 percent voted in the local elections nationwide in 2018, a 7 percent 

increase compared to the previous municipal elections,90 but still significantly lower than the na-

tional elections voting rate. The voter turnout in the Arab and Druze sectors among those that pos-

sess Israeli citizenship was 84 percent compared to 55 percent in the Jewish sector. This can be at-

tributed to the fact that Arabs are more interested in the local municipal politics than Jews since 

they regard it as the only arena by which they can have a real social and political impact. The voter 

turnout was highest in the Northern District, 73 percent, followed by the West Bank settlers, 70 per-

88 «Palestinians and the Jerusalem Municipal Elections.»
89 On Shabbat, all the businesses are closed and the public transportation does not work. The Israelis usu-
ally spend this time at home with the family.
90 Amir Alon, «Arabs voted more than Jews in 2018 municipal elections,» Ynetnews,
April 11, 2018, https://www.ynetnews.com/articles/0,7340,L-5388931,00.html.
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cent.91 The lowest voter turnout in the country was in Jerusalem, 40 percent.92 The number of eligi-

ble voters in Jerusalem totaled 638 065 people.93

The voter turnout in the Arab neighborhoods all together was as low as 2 percent. The highest voter 

turnout in East Jerusalem, 9 percent, was registered in Sur Baher neighborhood where the head of 

the party Jerusalem for Jerusalemites resides.94 The lowest voter turnout among East Jerusalemites 

was in Kafr ‘Aqab (0.2%), Wadi Joz and Sheikh Jarrah (0.5%), and ‘Isawiyya. Kafr’ Aqab and 

‘Isawiyya are completely neglected by the municipality and receive even less services compared to 

other East Jerusalem neighborhoods. According to my observation, Wadi Joz and Sheikh Jarrah 

neighborhoods are where most NGOs are located in Jerusalem, so the residents there are politically 

active and support the boycott.

By law the Jerusalem City Council consists of 31 members. In the 2018 race there were more than 

21 lists of candidates. Subsequently, only 11 of them won a seat in the City Council. Many of the 

lists are active only in Jerusalem, while some have direct affiliation with the parties represented in 

the Knesset such as Shas, Likud and HaBayit HaYehudi (The Jewish Home). These lists can be cat-

egorized in the following way: The Israeli right, represented by Likud and The Jewish Home; The 

Israeli Far right by the list headed by secular activist Ariyeh King; ultra-Orthodox that is repre-

sented by several lists competing among themselves; Centrist Lists, among which is Berkovitch’s 

Hit'orerut BeYerushalaim and a small number of left-wing lists such as Meretz.

In 2018 five candidates ran for mayor: Moshe Leon, Ofer Berkovitch, Ze’ev Elkin, Yossi Deutsch 

and Avi Salman. None managed to pass the threshold of at least 40 percent, thus the second round 

of voting took place between Ofer Berkovitch and Moshe Leon. Leon won the second round by re-

ceiving 51 percent of the votes.95 Leon, a modern-Orthodox former accountant, was endorsed by 

Interior Minister Aryeh Deri and used to be Benyamin Netanyahu’s economic adviser. He also en-

joyed support of some ultra-Orthodox groups which is crucial for winning the elections in 

Jerusalem. To illustrate, the highest voter turnout in the Jewish neighborhoods was in the neighbor-

91 Ibid.
92 104. Michal Korach and Maya Choshen, Jerusalem: Facts and Trends 2019 (The Jerusalem Institute for 
Policy Research, 2019), 104. https://jerusaleminstitute.org.il/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/PUB_505_facts-
and-trends_eng_2019_web.pdf.
93«Table XI/24 - Results of the Elections for the City Council of Jerusalem, by Quarter, Sub-Quarter and 
Statistical Area, October 2018,» The Jerusalem Institute for Policy Research, accessed November 12, 2019, 
https://jerusaleminstitute.org.il/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/shnaton_O2419.pdf.
94 Korach and Choshen, Jerusalem, 118.
95 Ibid, 116.
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hoods where the majority of the residents were ultra-Orthodox, such as Ramat Shlomo (83%) and 

Ramot Alon North (75%).96 When celebrating the victory, Leon emphasized that «I plan, with the 

help of God, to be a mayor for all the residents of Jerusalem.»97 It is unclear whether East 

Jerusalemites are included in this group of «all residents.»

For the first time a list from East Jerusalem ran in the elections: Jerusalem for Jerusalemites (for-

merly Jerusalem My Town), formed in 2018, which was headed by Ramadan Dabash. It received 

3000 votes and did not pass the threshold.98  

It is remarkable that prior to the elections, none of the candidates, except Dabash, campaigned 

among the Palestinians in East Jerusalem, which appears to be a common strategy among political 

actors in Israel. Usually, when the Palestinian issue is addressed, it is mentioned by right-wing par-

ties in the context of expanding settlements and keeping «Jewish Jerusalem,» or in order to frighten 

the Jewish population by the perspective of an augmented Arab majority.99 As a matter of fact, 

some parties have operated with racist subtext in their election campaigns. For instance, the right-

wing party Jewish Home has displayed billboards all around the mixed Jewish- Arab town Ramle, 

featuring a blue-eyed woman wearing a hijab that read, «Only a strong Jewish home will preserve a 

Jewish Ramle.»100 In Tel Aviv Likud, Netanyahu’s party, used the slogan «It’s us or them- the He-

brew city or the PLO,» referring to the Arab population in Jaffa.101 Occasionally left-wing parties, 

like Meretz, address the issue of improving poor services in East Jerusalem. However, on the 

whole, East Jerusalem and its residents is not on the agenda of any Israeli parties’ election cam-

paign.

96 Ibid, 118.
97 Nir Hasson, «After Nail-biting Race, Moshe Leon Elected Mayor of Jerusalem,» Haaretz, November 14, 
2018, https://www.haaretz.com/israel-news/.premium-moshe-leon-elected-mayor-of-jerusalem-in-runoff-
elections-1.6653727.
98 The Jerusalem Institute for Policy Research. «Table XV/23 - Results of the Elections for Mayor and the 
City Council of Jerusalem, October-November 2018,» The Jerusalem Institute for Policy Research, accessed 
November 12, 2019. https://jerusaleminstitute.org.il/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/shnaton_O2319.pdf.
99 Akiva Eldar, «Four insights on municipal elections in Israel,» Al-Monitor, November 1, 2018,
https://www.al-monitor.com/pulse/originals/2018/11/israel-benjamin-netanyahu-municipal-elec-

tions-corruption.html.

100 Bar Peleg, «‘Tomorrow It Could Be Your Daughter’: Right-wing Party Campaigns on Anti-assimila-
tion in Central Israeli Town,» Haaretz, October 16, 2018, https://www.haaretz.com/israel-news/.premium-
right-wing-party-campaigns-on-anti-assimilation-in-central-israeli-town-1.6568941.
101 Eldar, «Four insights.»
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In the lead-up to the 2018 elections, Jerusalem Municipality put up six polling locations in East 

Jerusalem, even though 40 percent, or 341 500 people, of the city’s population reside there. By con-

trast, West Jerusalem residents were provided with 187 polling locations that would serve an aver-

age of 2 000 eligible voters.102 Even if Palestinians were to vote, the lack of polling stations would 

impede them from doing so. Under pressure from Dabash, East Jerusalem was supplemented with 

15 more polling locations.

4.2. Palestinian candidates for the 2018 municipal elections 
The 2018 municipal elections were characterized by increased interest and involvement from Pales-

tinian activists who both supported and boycotted the elections. The matter is highly sensitive in the

Palestinian society, both in Jerusalem as well as other Palestinian Territories.The official position of

the PLO and Islamists on the election is boycott. Voting is a treason because it is tantamount ac-

cepting Israeli control over the city rather than Palestinian. In the anti-propaganda videos against 

the elections, East Jerusalemites are constantly reminded that the only goal of the Zionists, includ-

ing Palestinian election candidates, is to take over Al Aqsa Mosque along with other holy sights and

to occupy more Palestinian property in Jerusalem. Elections are «a Zionist trick to encourage nor-

malization.»103

The PLO’s position in the city was greatly weakened by the closure of the Orient House in 2001, 

the PLO’s official headquarters in Jerusalem. The Orient House came to symbolize the Palestinian 

claim to Jerusalem and was the only building that had the Palestinian flag raised on its roof. It 

hosted many important international visitors and offered East Jerusalemites economic, political and 

social support in the context of Israeli military occupation. The Orient House was resented by many

Israelis. As a former Israeli right-wing politician described it, the Orient House was «a Palestinian 

state in the middle of Jerusalem.»104 It was shut down in 2001 by the Israelis due to «security rea-

sons.» 

102 Nir Hasson, «Palestinian Voters in Jerusalem Elections Have Six Polling Stations. Jews Have 187,» 
Haaretz, August 23, 2018, https://www.haaretz.com/israel-news/.premium-j-lem-election-6-polling-stations-
for-east-187-for-west-1.6409954. 
103   QudsPlus, «Quds + | dā wāʿ t limūqāt Oat intikhābāt baladīyat al-ikhtilāl,ʿ »Youtube, November 3, 
2018, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OESYYD7atNk. 
Youtube, November 3, 2018. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OESYYD7atNk. 
104«The Orient House,» Miftah, last modified May 31, 2013, http://www.miftah.org/Display.cfm?
DocId=2102&CategoryId=4.
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Initially, there were three candidates that intended to run in the elections. Iyad Bibouh, a Palestinian

educator, announced that he planned to participate in the elections, but withdrew his candidacy 

shortly afterwards due to work-and family-related reasons. However, he declared his support for 

Dabash’s Jerusalem for Jerusalemites party.105 

The only mayoral candidate among the three was Aziz Abu Sarah. The 38-year-old Abu Sarah, a 

co-executive director at the Center for World Religions, Diplomacy, and Conflict Resolution at 

George Mason University and co-founder of MEJDI Tours, a company that focuses on multiple and

dual-narrative tourism. He is fluent in Hebrew and English, in addition to his native Arabic. Abu 

Sarah divides his time between Washington and Jerusalem, where he resides in the Wadi al-Joz 

neighborhood. He intended to run for mayor, as a part of the Palestinian list al-Quds Lana 

(Jerusalem is Ours). At first, Abu Sarah and Gershon Baskin, a Jewish left-wing activist, planned to 

form a joint Jewish-Palestinian election list. Subsequently, Abu Sarah formed a list with only Pales-

tinian candidates with support from Baskin. 

To run for the mayoral seat was challenging for Abu Sarah since he, as most Palestinians, only has 

the Israeli ID, and not citizenship. According to Israeli law, the mayor must hold Israeli citizenship. 

Abu Sarah announced that he wanted to petition the High Court of Justice to rescind this law.106 As 

a consequence, the Israeli authorities started to investigate his status as a Jerusalem resident on the 

grounds of his travel and work abroad. Whilst he received a lot of support from both Israeli and 

Palestinians, he also encountered opposition from fellow Palestinians. During a press conference 

that Abu Sarah held with his two fellow candidates on the slate at Safra Square in Jerusalem, a 

group of Palestinian youngsters threw eggs at the candidates and accused Abu Sarah of normalizing

ties with Israel.107 The Israeli police did not do anything to follow up on the incident; they just let 

the violators go. In an interview with Abu Sarah, he commented that had the same thing happened 

to an Israeli candidate, the hooligans would have been killed.108

105 Rasgon, «Taboo-breaking Palestinian candidate.»
106 Toi Staff, «Palestinian who isn’t Israel citizen seeks court okay to run for Jerusalem mayor,» The Times
of Israel, September 6, 2018, https://www.timesofisrael.com/palestinian-candidate-seeks-to-run-for-
jerusalem-mayor/.
107 Nir Hasson, «Jerusalem Mayoral Hopeful Egged by Fellow Palestinians,» Haaretz, September 6, 2018, 
https://www.haaretz.com/israel-news/.premium-jerusalem-mayoral-hopeful-egged-by-fellow-palestinians-
1.6462904.
108 Author’s interview with Aziz Abu Sarah.
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Palestinians regard normalization as a serious matter; to be accused of such would be deemed as 

treason. Abu Sarah mentioned that several people blamed him for collaborating with the Israelis. 

However, in his eyes, an Israeli who wanted a Palestinian mayor was a friend, not an enemy. He re-

flected in the interview that there were many Israelis that were against the occupation and partici-

pated in protests, and it was worth engaging in a dialogue with them. Besides, the majority of the 

inhabitants in Jerusalem are Israeli Jews, and it is impossible to ignore them altogether. He was cer-

tain that the reason why Jerusalemites did not vote was not because they considered it normaliza-

tion, but because they were threatened and restricted to do so by both the Israeli and Palestinian 

governments. Abu Sarah asserted that if it truly was normalization, Israel would have helped Pales-

tinians to facilitate voting. The question that emerges here is why would the Palestinian government

help the Israelis in impeding Palestinians from voting, as it was clear that the Israelis did not want 

them to participate in the elections. Abu Sarah named other reasons that, in his opinion, hindered 

Palestinians to vote such as the lack of polling stations and the fatwa that was issued by the Grand 

Mufti of Jerusalem.109

Abu Sarah’s motivation to participate in the elections was patriotic, as he claimed. «We are losing 

Jerusalem every day,»110 were his words in reference to Israel’s increased settlement policy and ne-

glect of East Jerusalem residence by the municipality. He refuted allegations of normalization by 

asserting that normalization is equal to inaction and acceptance of the neglect of East Jerusalem res-

idents by the municipality. He compared boycott to doing Israel a favor, and stated further that 

Palestinians are engaged in various forms of «forced normalization» already one way or another by 

taking part in day-to-day activities such as getting healthcare services or paying taxes to Israel.111 

He also believed that it was impossible to have a non-political agenda, as the fact that Palestinians 

lack municipal services is because they are Palestinians. He saw his campaign as being a part of the 

Palestinian «national struggle» and emphasized the importance of steadfastness of Palestinians in 

Jerusalem.112

109 Ibid.
110 Majeda El-Batsh and Steve Weizman, «Palestinians debate value of Jerusalem vote boycott,» The Daily
Star, October 29, 2018, http://www.dailystar.com.lb/News/Middle-East/2018/Oct-29/467782-palestinians-
debate-value-of-jerusalem-vote-boycott.ashx.
111 Jaclynn Ashly, «Aziz Abu Sarah wants to be mayor of Jerusalem and is suing Israel,» Al Jazeera, 
September 15, 2018, https://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/features/aziz-abu-sarah-mayor-jerusalem-suing-is-
rael-180915053358754.html.
112 Jaclynn Ashly, «Palestinian withdraws from Jerusalem mayoral race after Israel moves to review his 
residency status,» Mondoweiss, September 28, 2018, https://mondoweiss.net/2018/09/palestinian-withdraws-
jerusalem/.
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The principal goal of Abu Sarah and his fellow list members was to foster a discussion on the topic 

of elections among Palestinians in East Jerusalem, raise awareness about Palestinians’ rights to mu-

nicipal services, and educate people on their right to vote. Gershon Baskin, Abu Sarah’s supporter 

and left-wing activist, explained in an interview that they dismissed the original idea to form a joint 

Israeli-Palestinian list and focused on Palestinian-only list that would run on nationalist ticket and 

patently defy the annexation of East Jerusalem. According to him, Palestinian society was not ready

to break the 51 years old boycott of the municipal elections and voting for a joint Israeli-Palestinian 

list would be too big of a leap. Baskin and Abu Sarah hoped that a nationalist-focused electoral 

campaign would secure the list at least 20% of votes.113  Al Quds Lana received support both from 

Palestinian youth as well as the Israeli left wing in the face of Baskin. Many people showed their 

support to Abu Sarah privately and assured him that albeit not supporting him publicly, they would 

go and vote for him in the elections.114

Another goal of Abu Sarah was to give Palestinians in East Jerusalem space where they could be 

politically active. The last local Palestinian elections were held in East Jerusalem in 2005, and Abu 

Sarah did not participate. He wondered how one could express his or hers political opinion in 

Jerusalem if it was forbidden for non-Israeli citizens to enter the municipal elections in Jerusalem, 

and there were no Palestinian elections. In my interview with him, Abu Sarah pointed out that in his

party he tried to give voice to politically underrepresented groups in the Palestinian society, namely 

young people and women. At the time when Al Quds Lana was created, Abu Sarah was its oldest 

member, at 38 years old, while the average age among the Palestinian politicians was 70, compared 

to the average age of the population, 20 years old, as stated by Abu Sarah.115

Abu Sarah stressed that he funded his own electoral campaign. He underlined that this was impor-

tant because people might claim that he had received funding from the Israelis, which he had not. 

Even if he did, it would have been difficult to conceal it since he would be obliged to write a report 

to the election committee. 

In the end, Abu Sarah withdrew his candidacy after having faced internal pressure from the Pales-

tinian community as well as external pressure from the Israeli authorities. The Israelis lodged  legal 

113 «Inequality in the Holy City.»
114 i24NEWS English, «Aziz Abu Sarah: The Arab Candidate for Jerusalem Mayor Who Dropped Out,» 
Youtube, September 26, 2018, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vd7fCB3Uk-I&fbclid=IwAR230QeIuCx-
cUqxTohiGkpWVwJ9NkJ4ZufWvSS_fYDyZFdfjdt4wClxQyXo.
115 Author’s interview with Aziz Abu Sarah.
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threats against him, saying they could revoke the residence permit. The Palestinian threats were 

more personal and were aimed not only at the candidates, but at their close circle of friends, family 

and colleagues. After Abu Sarah and his team had been pelted with eggs, which was set up by the 

Palestinian authorities according to him, it became hard to do anything. «One can perhaps defy one 

government, but not two simultaneously.»116 Aziz Abu Sarah did not wish to disclose for which 

candidate he voted in the 2018 elections, but he asserted that he was not impressed by any of them. 

As for future prospects, he was unsure whether he would participate in the next elections. 

There was, however, one Palestinian list that went all the way to the end and took part in the elec-

tions. Jerusalem for Jerusalemites is a list headed by Ramadan Dabash, 51117, who resides in Sur 

Baher neighborhood in East Jerusalem and owns another home in Beit Hanina.

Prior to the elections, it was expected that many of those voting for Dabash would be Jewish, not 

fellow Palestinians. In fact, few West Jerusalemites had stated that they intended to vote for Dabash

on social media. Many of them are leftists and would like East Jerusalemites to get the fair share of 

the municipality services.118 A low voter turnout rate in the Palestinian neighborhoods confirmed 

this presumption.119 On the other hand, it was not unforeseen that the highest voter turnout among 

Palestinians, nine percent or 986 votes, was in Sur Baher, Dabash’s home neighborhood.120 In total, 

Dabash received 3 000 votes. The statistics confirm that all of the 986 votes were given to «another 

party.»121 Hence, it is reasonable to assume that the voters in Sur Baher all voted for Dabash. The 

statistics can also substantiate that in all likelihood, the majority of Dabash’s voters were not Pales-

tinian. In other Palestinian neighborhoods, the percentage of votes for «other parties» was much 

lower, so was the total number of valid votes. It is important to stress that not all voters in Pales-

tinian neighborhoods are necessarily Palestinians by virtue of the presence of an increasing number 

of settlers in Beit Safafa and Um Tubba.

In contrast to Abu Sarah, Dabash asserted that he had no political ambitions, and that his principal 

goal was to secure better services for East Jerusalemites and to solve current problems such as home

116 Ibid.
117 I have contacted Dabash for an interview, but he declined my request.
118 Nir Hasson, «Orthodox Votes Secular, Secular Votes Palestinian: In Jerusalem Elections, the Walls Be-
tween the Blocs Are Cracking,» Haaretz, October 30, 2018, https://www.haaretz.com/israel-news/.premium-
in-j-lem-elections-the-walls-between-the-blocs-are-cracking-1.6609320.
119 «Table XI/24.» 
120 Ibid.
121 Ibid.
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demolition, infrastructure and education.122 He believed that he had done a lot in his role as mukhtar

of Sur Baher to improve living conditions in the neighborhood. Sur Baher is in better shape than the

rest of Palestinian neighborhoods in East Jerusalem, and offers a variety of community services to 

its residents such as Hebrew and computer classes. Moreover, some of the streets have been 

repaved after years of neglect and most of the houses were built with construction permits, as op-

posed to some other parts of the city.123 Despite Dabash’s claims of being apolitical, he was overtly 

critical towards the Palestinian Authority. Specifically, he addressed the PA’s lack of services or 

support provided by the PA to Jerusalemites.124 

Due to a number of threats that he received after announcing his candidacy, Dabash kept a low pro-

file and did not put up any election posters inasmuch believing that other Palestinians would tear 

them down. In addition, there was an attempt to kidnap his three-year-old son and run him over 

with a car.125 This event placed great pressure during his electoral campaign, which, however, did 

not stop him from running in the elections. Alternatively, Dabash focused on being an active pres-

ence in the media and spoke to his voters in private homes and mosques. In order to appeal to Jew-

ish voters, he hired Gilad Israeli, a religious Israeli campaign advisor, whose task was to «help him 

on the Israeli side.»126 In addition, Dabash had taken out a loan of NIS 200,000 ($55,000) to cover 

the expenses for the electoral campaign.127 

Overall, Dabash appears was much more visible in the media than Abu Sarah, both in international 

and Israeli media. Neither of the candidates received support from the Palestinian media. There had 

been few articles about the elections; their main focus was on maintaining the boycott.128

122 Felice Friedson, «Arab Israeli Fights for Jerusalem City Council Seat (with VIDEO),» The Media Line, 
October 26, 2018, https://themedialine.org/people/table-talk/arab-israeli-fights-for-jerusalem-city-council-
seat-with-video/.
123 Nir Hasson, «Palestinian Candidates Won't Win Jerusalem Race, but Are Still Making History,» 
Haaretz, September 17, 2018, https://www.haaretz.com/israel-news/.premium-jerusalem-s-palestinian-candi-
dates-make-municipal-election-history-1.6488827.
124 Yumna Patel and Saleh Zghari, «Palestinians in Jerusalem likely to boycott municipal elections despite 
Arab list on ballot,» Mondoweiss, September 20, 2018, https://mondoweiss.net/2018/09/palestinians-
jerusalem-municipal/.
125 Etta Prince-Gibson, «Why There’s No Palestinian Protest Vote in Jerusalem,» Foreign Policy, No-
vember 19, 2018, https://foreignpolicy.com/2018/11/19/why-theres-no-palestinian-protest-vote-in-jerusalem-
israel-municipal-palestinian-authority-ramadan-dabash-aziz-abu-sarah/.
126 Daniella Cheslow, «Most Palestinians living in Jerusalem boycott elections. But one Palestinian is run-
ning anyway,» The World, October 26, 2018, https://www.pri.org/stories/2018-10-26/most-palestinians-liv-
ing-jersulem-boycott-elections-one-palestinian-running.
127 Rasgon, «Taboo-breaking Palestinian candidate.»
128 Hanādī Qawāsmī, «Intikhābāt baladīyat al-ih Otilāl.. ba d O ʿ min ūqāh Oa  awy al-qarbi.ẗ ḏ » Wat +an, Sep-
tember 7, 2018, https://www.wattan.net/ar/news/263715.html. 
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During the electoral campaign, Dabash actively made use of his role as mukhtar and the influence it

gave him in the local community of Sur Baher. As would he expected, many of his family members 

showed their support for Dabash, and many of them voted for the first time in their lives. In fact, 

nine of thirteen Sur Baher residents interviewed by The Times of Israel were first-time voters. 

Seven of them were Dabash’s relatives, and all thirteen had voted for Jerusalem, My Town list.129 

This being said, Dabash did not appeal to all Palestinians. Despite voting for him, Jihan, a 39-year-

old Palestinian woman, told Foreign Policy that Dabash, married to four wives and a father to 

twelve children, was not exactly the leader she wanted. His profile and lifestyle did not correspond 

to her values as a progressive human being.130 In this regard, Dabash’s candidacy would possibly 

not be attractive to a younger generation of voters with progressive views.

Similarly to Abu Sarah, Dabash did not believe that participating in the elections either by running 

or voting was akin to normalization. According to Dabash, by taking part in the elections he made a 

contribution to the Palestinian struggle by improving services in East Jerusalem and gaining rights 

to which Palestinians are entitled. By the same token, the municipality’s neglect of East Jerusalem 

residents can be explained by the absence of an Arab municipal representative to defend their rights,

in Dabash’s opinion.131 Despite paying same amount of taxes as West Jerusalem residents, Palestini-

ans do not receive a fair share of the services. An Arab counselor would be the voice of Palestinians

in the municipality and would push for better services in East Jerusalem. For that reason, Dabash 

hoped to win a seat in the municipality and considered his participation in the elections as «making 

history.»132

Notwithstanding the fact that Dabash is a practicing Muslim, he rejects the fatwa that was issued by 

the Grand Mufti of Jerusalem, Sheikh Mohammed Hussein, which forbade Palestinians from partic-

ipating in the municipal vote. Dabash considered the fatwa false. The religious authorities who is-

sued it were blending Islam with politics, which he did not approve.133

129 Rasgon, «Breaking boycott.»
130 Prince-Gibson, «Why There’s No Palestinian Protest Vote.»
131 Rasha Abou Jalal, «Arab bloc could get out Palestinian vote in Jerusalem municipal elections,» Al-
Monitor, August 15, 2018, https://www.al-monitor.com/pulse/originals/2018/08/palestinian-bloc-jerusalem-
elections-boycott-israel.html.
132 Friedson, «Arab Israeli.»
133 Oren Liebermann, «’I want to make history,' says Palestinian running in Jerusalem elections,» CNN, 
October 29, 2018, https://edition.cnn.com/2018/10/29/middleeast/jerusalem-elections-intl/index.html.
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Dabash has been strategically cultivating his image during the electoral campaign. He did it through

these particular methods. For example, he aimed to appeal to both Palestinians and Israelis at the 

same time. He often repeats in interviews that he was both Israeli and Palestinian. Nevertheless, his 

primary target group were Palestinians. When addressing his voters, Dabash would often compare 

Jewish neighborhoods with Palestinian ones claiming that «they have everything,» and «we don’t 

have any of that.»134 On numerous occasion, he has drawn attention to pressing issues in East 

Jerusalem, such as house demolition, building permits, school infrastructure and garbage collection.

In his view, his mediation has helped prevent the demolition of many homes in his neighborhood 

Sur Baher.135 

Initially, a possible cooperation between Aziz Abu Sarah and Dabash had been discussed, but both 

sides subsequently abandoned the idea. In the interview I conducted with Abu Sarah, he stated that 

he had no opinion about Dabash. He acknowledged the differences between them, but was nonethe-

less positive that after so many years of Palestinian political inactivity in the municipal elections, 

there were two Palestinian candidates wanting to enter the elections. This was extraordinary in it-

self. Despite differences in political opinions, they both agreed not to deter one another.136 Dabash 

later claimed that the cooperation between the two candidates was not possible due to considerable 

political differences. «They wanted me to raise a Palestinian flag in the campaign, to paint the west-

ern part of the city black and for me to declare Al-Quds as the capital of Palestine,» he told Haaretz 

in his interview.137

Dabash and Abu Sarah also differed in their opinions on Israel. As an Israeli citizen, Dabash was 

loyal to the Israeli state and considers himself Israeli. For him, Israel was the source of opportunity 

for Palestinians. Everything came from Israel, according to Dabash: cars, hospitals and work oppor-

tunities. Furthermore, he believed that Palestinians preferred living under Israeli sovereignty, rather 

than being a part of the PA given the social and economic benefits they were entitled to as perma-

nent residents of Israel.138 Abu Sarah, on the other hand, acknowledged the lack of employment op-

portunities in East Jerusalem and recognized that Palestinians felt obliged to work for Israelis.139 

134 Ibid.
135 El-Batsh, Weizman, «Palestinians debate.»
136 Author’s Interview with Aziz Abu Sarah.
137 Hasson, «Palestinian Candidates.»
138  Qawāsmī, «Intikhābāt baladīyat al-ih Otilāl.»
139 Jaclynn Ashly, «Disenfranchised Palestinians at odds over Jerusalem elections,» The Electronic 
Intifada, October 19, 2018, https://electronicintifada.net/content/disenfranchised-palestinians-odds-over-
jerusalem-elections/25761.
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Yet, despite providing services for them, they were deprived of services in their respective neigh-

borhoods. In contrast to Dabash, Abu Sarah represents a different response of younger Palestinians 

towards not just the elections, but also future alliances with Israel. He is a potential for a change and

not a part of the older establishment.

The 2018 municipal elections in Jerusalem had seen increased Palestinian political activity. There 

were two Palestinian candidates, one for the mayoral seat, Aziz Abu Sarah, and one for a seat in the 

city council, Ramadan Dabash. In the end, Abu Sarah withdrew his candidacy due to pressure from 

both Palestinians and Israelis. Though Dabash ran in the elections, he failed to gain enough votes to 

pass the threshold. On the whole, Palestinians’ participation in the elections was not well received 

neither by Israelis nor Palestinians. Those who supported the candidates were mainly Israeli left-

wing and youth in the case of Abu Sarah, and residents of Sur Baher, family, network and some Is-

raeli voters in case of Dabash.140 

Neither Dabash nor Abu Sarah considered electoral participation as normalizing ties with Israel. 

The main reason for low numbers of Palestinian voters in the elections, according to both candi-

dates, was not necessarily taking an ideological stand by boycotting. Rather it was the threatening 

and intimidation of potential Palestinian voters. 

However, there are many aspects of the discussion about voting trends and motives among Pales-

tinians. In order to compile a complete picture of various opinions about their participation, I will 

examine arguments for and against participating in the elections in the following sections.

4.3. Palestinians’ arguments pro participation 
Though the majority of Palestinians supported the boycott and refused to participate in the elec-

tions, there were still proponents of the elections. They argued that voting was not tantamount to 

normalization because Palestinians from East Jerusalem engaged in contact with Israel on a daily 

basis. They paid taxes, had Israeli ID, and were receiving social benefits. However, those activities 

were obligatory, and not voluntary like voting. Abu Sarah’s main argument for running for the may-

oral seat was that during the fifty years of Israeli occupation, there had never been a political strat-

egy that improved Palestinians’ life and dealt with issues on the ground. Hence, political representa-

140 Rasgon, «Breaking boycott.»
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tion in the city council would strengthen Palestinians’ position and influence decision-making in the

municipality. 

Limited funding and the restricted presence of the PA in Jerusalem was another factor that moti-

vated Palestinians to exercise their right to vote. Both Dabash and Abu Sarah criticized the PA for 

its inactivity. In Abu Sarah’s opinion, the PA was corrupt and hence untrustworthy and did not rep-

resent him or other young Palestinians.141 Some voters when interviewed on the street by the Kon-

rad-Adenauer Foundation (KAS),142 expressed feelings of hopelessness. They mentioned that the 

Jerusalem municipality was «the only municipality they had» , and «there was no other solution 

than to go and vote.»143 Many Jerusalemites expressed their discontent with the support and funding

East Jerusalem had received from the PA, but most people had even less trust in the Jerusalem mu-

nicipality.144 In Dabash’s view, East Jerusalemites lived «under two occupations: one hell is just 

slightly better than the other.»145 The elections’ supporters believed that they should not forgo the 

struggle for a better standard of living, thus denying themselves services for the nationalistic ideas 

of the PA. 

The PA had proven incapable of providing adequate services to the Palestinian community through-

out the years. To illustrate, the PA budget for East Jerusalem in 2019 amounted to 58091 NIS, 

which is a mere 0,35 percent of the total budget.146 It should be noted that the PA East Jerusalem 

municipality is banned from operating in the city and its role is merely symbolic.

Another argument pro voting in the municipal elections was that Palestinians could impact munici-

pal politics by voting en masse just like the ultra-Orthodox minority had. This is a rather weak argu-

ment, though, given that the Orthodox Jews had consolidated much power in the municipality, al-

beit being a small group. As mentioned previously, mayoral candidates relied on support from the 

141 Prince-Gibson, «Why There’s No Palestinian Protest Vote.»
142 KAS is a political foundation, closely associated with the Christian Democratic Union of Germany. 
Their work aims at «implementing social and market based structures as well as promoting human rights.»
143 «Municipal Elections in Jerusalem: Palestinian Perspectives (Part 8),» Konrad- Adenauer-Stiftung 
Palestinian Territories, Youtube, December 14, 2018, https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=tA8NKIzL7Vs&list=PLNqjPBi-Ef6rrbljUtjz7_ZhGP-k50T97&index=8.
144 Bartels, Blake, Efron, and Reiter, What Might Happen, 37-39.
145 Ruth Eglash, «Israel aims to unite Jerusalem with better city services. Arabs want political change,» 
The Washington Post, February 16, 2020, https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/middle_east/israel-aims-
to-unite-jerusalem-with-better-city-services-arabs-want-political-change/2020/02/15/e85b4b3a-4da7-11ea-
967b-e074d302c7d4_story.html. 
146 «Table 5A: Expenditure by PA organizations,(Commitment Basis) December 2019 (thousand NIS).
(1),» State of Palestine Ministry of Finance and Planning, accessed April 12, 2020, http://www.pmof.ps/
pmof/documents/accounts/monthly/2019/Dec.%202019-updated--v3.pdf.
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ultra-Orthodox. It is virtually impossible for a candidate to win the elections without their endorse-

ment.147 The ultra-Orthodox are more active voters than the rest of the population, secular and mod-

ern Orthodox. The vast majority are politically apathetic and chose not to exercise their right to 

vote. For instance, only forty percent of nonreligious Jews voted as opposed to eighty percent of Or-

thodox Jews.148 Palestinians, conversely, had virtually no influence on the candidates as a demo-

graphic voting block and were not taken into account during the electoral campaign.149 Ir Amin, an 

Israeli NGO that had analyzed several programs of political parties in Jerusalem, and had 

ascertained that East Jerusalem was not on most of the parties’ agendas.150

 

Participation in the elections could also serve as a political statement that Palestinians were present 

in Jerusalem and intended to safeguard their presence in the city. Abu Sarah emphasized in several 

interviews the importance of Palestinian steadfastness. Immediately after the annexation of 

Jerusalem in 1967 Israel’s first prime minister Ben Gurion declared that Jews must be brought to 

East Jerusalem at any cost. He expected tens of thousands of Jews to resettle there in a short time.
151 The increase and preservation of the Jewish majority in the city has been the government’s pri-

mary goal since the very beginning of formation of the State of Israel. The municipality introduced 

a 2000 Master plan152 whose target was to reach 60% Jews 40%-Arab demographic balance by pro-

viding a sufficient supply of housing for the Jewish residents and encouraging settlement activity.153

The plan, however, has proven to be impractical as the natural increase of Arab population has been

higher than the Jewish population. Hence, the municipality is currently looking for new strategies to

reach its objective. The plan explicitly states that planned inventory of Arab housing will satisfy the

residents’ needs until at least 2030,154 which does not reflect the actual numbers.

147 Mazal Mualem, «Jerusalem mayoral race heating up,» Al Monitor, September 21, 2018,
https://www.al-monitor.com/pulse/originals/2018/09/nenanyahu-zeev-elkin-
mayor-jerusalem-liberman.html  .  
148 Ilene R. Prusher, «Jerusalem’s Future Not Found in Ballots,» The Christian Science Monitor, No-
vember 12, 1998, https://www.csmonitor.com/1998/1112/111298.intl.intl.3.html.
149 Seidemann,«Elections.»
150 «PASSIA Factsheet 2019: Jerusalem,» PASSIA, accessed January 17, 2020, http://passia.org/media/
filer_public/3f/2c/3f2c6cd4-3555-4b7e-a57a-ebf4336d9041/factsheet_jerusalem_2019.pdf.
151 Nadav Shragai, Demography, Geopolitics, and the Future of Israel’s Capital: Jerusalem’s Proposed 
Master Plan (Jerusalem: Jerusalem Center for Public Affairs, 2010), 12, https://jcpa.org/wp-content/uploads/
2012/04/Jerusalem-Master-Plan.pdf.
152 The Jerusalem Master plan 2000 was proposed by Olmert and intended to apply its zoning and con-
struction procedures to both East and West Jerusalem. To date the plan has still not received final approval. 
However, it is unofficially used in the local planning committees. 
153«The Jerusalem Master Plan,» PASSIA, accessed March 20, 2020, http://www.passia.org/maps/view/67.
154 Ibid.
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According to PASSIA’s brief on the municipal elections, in order to challenge the municipality’s 

Judaization and Israelisation policies, Palestinians need to strengthen their voice within the city 

council. They could do so by participating in the elections, according to PASSIA’s brief on the mu-

nicipal elections.155 Both Dabash and Abu Sarah pointed out that East Jerusalemites’ opinions were 

ignored when decisions on infrastructure and services in East Jerusalem were being discussed. 

Since the mayor’s part-time adviser on East Jerusalem affairs is an observant Jew,156, it is not likely 

that he would understand and/or realize what would be best for the Arab population. Even a small 

fraction of Palestinians in the municipality would change the balance and influence decision-mak-

ing. Moreover, participation in the elections could transform the political landscape in Jerusalem. 

Although East Jerusalemites constitute approximately 38 percent of the populace, only 10-12 per-

cent of the municipal budget has been allocated for the needs of the Arab population.157

According to proponents of electoral participation, the boycott had lost its relevance. In the after-

math of the annexation in 1967, Palestinians sought to repudiate any contact with Israeli institutions

as it could potentially hamper Palestinians’ prospect for East Jerusalem as the future capital of the 

Palestinian state. It would also come across as an endorsement of Israeli rule over the city. The boy-

cott was purposeful in the early years of the occupation, as an aim to achieve minimal goals such as 

an autonomous Arab entity. This project was still feasible when East Jerusalem was more distinct 

and not fully integrated administratively into West Jerusalem. 

Following the collapse of Camp David peace talks and the outbreak of the Intifada in 2000-2001,158 

newly elected Israeli Prime Minister Ariel Sharon engaged in more offensive politics than his pre-

decessors. He shut down all-important, long-standing Palestinian institutions such as The Orient 

House, Palestinian Chamber of Commerce and the Higher Council of Tourism, and expanded settle-

ment activity in East Jerusalem. Additionally, Israel cracked down on all PA activities, and East 

Jerusalemites have been excluded from participating in Palestinian elections since 2006, when 

Palestinian legislative elections were held. Some Israelis have taken advantage of the municipal 

elections’ boycott and argue against Palestinian elections. They assert that Palestinians should not 

complain about the services they received unless and until they exercised their right to vote and sent

representatives to the city council. In main respects, Palestinians could not kill two birds with one 

155 «Palestinians and the Jerusalem Municipal Elections.»
156 Ben Avrahami
157 Seidemann, «Elections.»
158 The second Intifada grew out of the collapse of peace talks, was far bloodier than the first one and had 
a transformative effect on Israeli public opinion towards the conflict.
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stone, meaning they could both vote for the PA and receive municipal services from Israel, accord-

ing to a formal Israeli official.159

Finally, the occurrence that has severely obstructed social and economic development in East 

Jerusalem was the construction of the separation wall in 2003. Formerly a bustling Palestinian ur-

ban hub within the Occupied Territories, the city now houses marginalized neighborhoods wherein 

drugs, unemployment, poverty and crime are rampant.160 If before the construction of the Separation

Barrier Palestinians living in Jerusalem had sought jobs, economic opportunities and shopped in the

West Bank, after its construction, they became more isolated from the rest of Palestine. They started

looking for employment opportunities in West Jerusalem and Israel. Consequently, East 

Jerusalemites became more interested in local affairs and services that Jerusalem Municipality pro-

vided them. With all this in mind, in the current situation, East Jerusalemite activists have urged the 

inhabitants to be more pragmatic and realize that the occupation would last. Voting might be the 

only alternative to defy Israel. 

The arguments above have been used by political activists and electoral candidates to encourage 

East Jerusalemites to break the boycott and vote. So far, these efforts have not proved to be success-

ful. There are many actors who claim that Palestinians would face more losses than gains. They em-

phasized the importance of maintaining the boycott. Contra elections arguments are equally impor-

tant in the ongoing discussion about voting. In the next section, I present and analyze arguments 

against participating.

4.4. Palestinians’ arguments contra participation in the elections
Even though there has been an increased interest in the municipal elections among Palestinians, the 

boycott is still effective and the majority of East Jerusalemites maintain the status quo of the PLO. 

The main argument against the participation is that it will legitimize Israeli occupation and Israel’s 

control over East Jerusalem. Hence, boycott is a strategy to reaffirm Palestinians’ unequivocal re-

fusal to acknowledge Israel’s claims that Jerusalem, «complete and united,» is its capital. When in-

terviewed on the street by the Palestinian news agency Watan about the matter, most Palestinians 

mentioned rejecting Israel’s rule as the main reason for the boycott.161 «It is illegal,» «this is not our 

159 International Crisis Group, The Jerusalem Powder Keg, 10.
160 United Nations, The Palestinian economy in East Jerusalem: Enduring annexation, isolation and disin-
tegration (2013), 7, accessed May 5, 2020, https://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/gdsapp2012d1_en.pdf. 
161 Āiyylīā  al-Ākhbāriyya, «Arā  ʾ al-shāra  ʿ al-maqdasī h Oawal inti ābāt baladīyat al-ikhtilāl fī ẖ al-
quds,» Youtube, October 23, 2013, https://www.youtube.com/watch?
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municipality,» «it will bring us no benefits» were some typical explanations given by respondents 

to Konrad-Adenauer Foundation interviewers.162 

These arguments correspond to PLO’s official position. On 26 June 2018 the PLO Executive Com-

mittee issued an official statement condemning participation in the elections on all levels in terms of

candidacy, voting, or electoral propaganda. Saeb Erekat, the secretary general of the Committee, 

urged East Jerusalemites to refrain from voting and emphasized that the PLO would not accept 

Jerusalem as the capital of Israel.163 Further, he claimed that the municipality was the executive arm 

of the occupation whose goal was to undermine Palestinians’ rights and erase the authentic Arab 

character of the city. Fatah’s secretary in Jerusalem, Shadi Mutour, added that boycotting the mu-

nicipal elections was a national duty. The municipality’s aim was not to provide East Jerusalemites 

with services, but to continue Judaization and extend their influence and control over the area's 

Arab inhabitants.164  Immediately after the first round of elections, the PA spokesman Youssef Al-

Mahmoud praised Palestinians’ determination to maintain the boycott, stating that Palestinians 

demonstrated «legendary steadfastness in the face of the mightiest machine of occupation» and af-

firmed the Arab identity of the city.165

The PLO clearly considers participation in the elections a treason. However, that poses a dilemma 

for East Jerusalemites when it comes to electoral participation. While are politically agreeing, the 

consequences of that decision for them are suffering and living in anarchy, as they have no real 

voice inside the Jerusalem municipality. They are living in a sort of no mans land, as the Jerusalem 

municipality provides inadequate or no services, and the PA authorities are officially banned from 

working in the city and thus have limited possibilities to assist Eat Jerusalemites in their needs. 

 

Indeed, East Jerusalemites are regarded by Palestinians in the West Bank and the rest of the Muslim

world as custodians of the Holy City and Al-Aqsa Mosque, one of the most important holy places in

v=4w8Q_OqYvyk&list=WL&index=82&fbclid=IwAR0f61eUXyn9BMN1mUXa4T9ADc-
aH2S9stJUxRmvjhSLN8qRxtyZV5cV1S3Q.
162 Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung Palestinian Territories, «Municipal Elections in Jerusalem (part 8).»
163 Wafā, «Al-muʾtamar al-wat Oanī al-sha bī ʿ lilquds īt Oālib al-maqdasyin bimuqāt Oa at intikhābāt ʿ
baladīyat al-ih Otilāl fī al-quds,» September 10, 2018. http://www.wafa.ps/ar_page.aspx?id=XDMFD-
Ca829850572254aXDMFDC. 
164 Quds Press International News Agency, «Da wāʿ t maqdasīya limuqāt Oa at intikhābāt baladīyat ʿ
al-ih Otilāl biālquds,» October 29, 2018, http://www.qudspress.com/index.php?
page=show&id=48593. 
165 Wat Oan, «Al-h Oukūma: muqāt Oa at intikhābāt al-ih Oʿ tilāl bālquds akadat an al-murāhina aʿli id Oa āʿ f a zīʿ mat 
sha bnā āsira,ʿ ẖ » October 31, 2018. https://www.wattan.net/ar/news/268085.html-.
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Islam. Preserving the Palestinian character of the city is considered the top priority of Arab 

Jerusalemites. Ziad Abu Zayyad, the co-editor of the Palestine-Israel Journal and former PA Min-

ister for Jerusalem Affairs, argued that «Jerusalem belongs to every Palestinian and to the entire 

Arab world.» Voting in the elections equals giving up on Jerusalem in the name of entire Arab peo-

ple.166  Thus, «no vote» was an important principle of Palestinian nationalism in Jerusalem and a 

way to express consensus with the rest of Palestinians by being their voice in the city.

The boycott was considered a profound form of longstanding nonviolent resistance to Israeli’s poli-

cies of occupation, separation and exclusion. A Palestinian university professor who resides in Nor-

way, Nadim Khoury, admitted that he had never participated in the elections, and neither had the 

members of his family. He did not know anyone who had ever participated in the elections.167

An interviewee who was featured in a video published by channel Palestine 27k on Youtube echoed

Khoury’s observation, saying that neither she, her husband nor her children should participate in the

elections.168 Those who did decide to cast ballots were labeled «Ibn al-Ih +tilāl,» son of the occupa-

tion, said Khoury.

Accusations of normalization carries serious implications for the accused. Prominent Palestinian 

politicians and ordinary East Jerusalemites have accused both Abu Sarah and Dabash of normaliza-

tion. During his first press conference, Abu Sarah and his team were pelted with eggs which later on

resulted in his withdrawal from the elections. Dabash and his family have also received personal 

threats, and most of the members on his list withdrew their candidacy before the elections. In an 

anti-propaganda video made by a Palestinian Youtube channel Palestine 27k, Dabash is called «Ibn 

Likud,» son of Likud. A short snippet from an interview in Hebrew is included in which he states 

that he is a Likud member.169 In a similar video about Abu Sarah, the authors claim that his party is 

supported and supervised by Israeli left-wing activists. His principal goal, according to the video, is 

to obtain a high-ranking position in the municipality.170 Shadi Mutour proclaimed in an interview to 

166 Prince-Gibson, «Why There’s No Palestinian Protest Vote.»
167 Author’s interview with Nadim Khoury.
168Palestine 27k, «Muqāt Oa at intikhābāt baladīyat al-ih Oʿ tilāl fī al-quds al-muh Otala wājib wat Oanī 
2018,» Youtube, October 29, 2018, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J3MpQEn1M9w.
169 Ibid.
170 Palestine 27k, «Rafad O sha bī lilmushārakat fī inti ābāt baladīyat al-ih Oʿ ẖ tilāl fī al-quds al-
muh Otala.. wa da wāʿ t wāsia  ʿ lilmuqāt Oa a,ʿ » Youtube, September 8, 2018. https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=lE-4dZJisN0.
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Quds press that all Palestinian candidates were traitors and only represented themselves.171 Jamal 

Amro, associate professor at Bir Zeit University, has never referred to the candidates by name and 

argued that they were «small bacteria», representing only an insignificant percentage of the Pales-

tinian people.172

In all anti-propaganda videos about the elections, Palestinians’ opposition and willingness to main-

tain the boycott are portrayed as heroic acts. The videos state that Palestinians «know the reality,» 

«ignore the false propaganda,» and refuse to be «pawns in Zionist game.» The only objective of the 

municipality is to seize Al Aqsa Mosque together with other holy sites, occupy more property and 

erase Palestinian identity from the city.173

Hisam Mahmoud Washah and Marwan Algoul, residents of East Jerusalem, contend that the munic-

ipal elections were illegal and the municipality did not represent them because they were Palestini-

ans.174 Samer Abu Eisha, an activist from the Old City, explained that Palestinians had no impact on

the decisions taken in the municipality because the municipality was an instrument of oppression 

acting on behalf of the Israeli government. It was not an independent entity that would provide so-

cial services.175 Many Palestinians question whether their own politicians within city hall gain any 

real power to challenge Israeli policies on issues such as housing, residency permit revocation and 

access to Haram al-Sharif since these were ultimately decided at the national, not municipal, level. 

Trader Abu Yasser summarized the thoughts of many others by saying that if Palestinians knew 

they could actually gain something from these elections, they would have defied the PA’s wishes 

and cast ballots to get much needed municipal services.176 

Moreover, Khoury avowed that East Jerusalemites did not feel like they were part of the Jerusalem 

municipality. The municipality had never encouraged political activity in the Palestinian commu-

nity, and any political activist was considered to be against Israel.177 The persecution of Abu Sarah 

171 Quds Press International News Agency, «Da wāʿ t maqdasīya limuqāt Oa at intikhābāt baladīyat ʿ
al-ih Otilāl biālquds,» October 29, 2018, http://www.qudspress.com/index.php?
page=show&id=48593. 
172 Alaraby TV, «Al-a rabī al-īūm | da wāʿ ʿ t maqdasīya limuqāt Oa at intikhābāt baladīyat al-ih Oʿ tilāl 
biālquds,» Youtube, October 29, 2018, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dNE1ErNnGPI.
173 QudsPlus, «Quds + | dā wāʿ t limūqāt Oat intikhābāt.ʿ »
174 Āiyylīā  al-Ākhbāriyya, «Arā  ʾ al-shāra  ʿ al-maqdasī.»
175 Patel, Zghari, «Palestinians in Jerusalem.»
176«Palestinians debate value of Jerusalem vote boycott,» France24, last modified October 28, 2018. 
https://www.france24.com/en/20181028-palestinians-debate-value-jerusalem-vote-boycott. 
177 Author’s interview with Nadim Khoury.
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by the local authorities was a clear example of that. Additionally, very little information about mu-

nicipal elections was distributed in East Jerusalem. Khoury affirmed that he did not see any elec-

toral propaganda, such as posters or leaflets, in the eastern part of the city. Abu Sarah commented 

that East Jerusalem residents were not well informed about the elections; they did not know any-

thing about the candidates, where or how to vote.178 Some were even unsure they were eligible to 

vote. In the end, the public needs to be informed about the electoral process before they could even-

tually participate in the elections.  

One more challenge that discourages East Jerusalemites from voting is the lack of leadership and 

credible candidates among the Palestinians. Following the Oslo accords,179 all PA activities have 

been banned, PA members could not enter Jerusalem or participate in meetings. Any links to the PA

were promptly cut. The Orient House, once a vibrant meeting point for prominent Palestinian politi-

cians and international guests, closed its doors in 2001. That same year, Jerusalem lost its charis-

matic leader Faisal Husseini, PA minister in charge of Jerusalem affairs, who died of a stroke. This 

has led to political fragmentation, lack of political structure in addition to an institutional and lead-

ership vacuum in East Jerusalem. 

One of the East Jerusalemites interviewed by Konrad-Adenauer Foundation mentioned that he did 

not trust the election candidates as he was not familiar with their electoral program or what they in-

tended to do for East Jerusalem residents.180 The outcomes of the political game organized by 

RAND, an American think tank, indicate that the fragmented nature of Palestinian politics would 

inhibit the voters from uniting their support for a single list of candidates. Decision-making within 

the municipality depends on coalitions, and multiple lists would dilute the political power of the 

elected Palestinians and prevent successful collective actions.181 Unless a strong and trustworthy 

candidate who could engage the public and represent the interests of East Jerusalem’s residents had 

emerged in the future, Palestinians would be unwilling to participate in the elections.

Voting can significantly hamper Palestinians’ prospects for Jerusalem as the future capital of the 

Palestinian state. Khalil Shikaki, a Professor of Political Science and director of the Palestinian 

Center for Policy and Survey Research, indicated that participation in the elections could have a 

178 Author’s interview with Aziz Abu Sarah.
179 The first substantial agreement between the PLO and Israel in Oslo in 1993. It marked the first time Is-
rael and the PLO formally recognized one another.
180 Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung Palestinian Territories, «Municipal Elections in Jerusalem (part 8).»
181 Bartels, Blake, Efron, and Reiter, What Might Happen, 14.
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negative effect on the Palestinian cause. He called into question why many Palestinians were will-

ing to break the boycott for that reason.182 As Abu Eisha, a young Jerusalemite activist, told 

Mondoweiss, East Jerusalemites do not require services or rights from the occupation, for their ulti-

mate goal was the end of occupation.183 Lastly, prominent Arab Israeli politician and Knesset mem-

ber Ahmad Tibi declined a proposal for him to run for the mayoral seat as it would grant legitimacy 

to the Israeli occupation of Jerusalem. Instead, he called for ending the occupation of all areas 

seized in 1967, including East Jerusalem. (@Ahmad_tibi, March 10, 2018).

The boycott was aggravated by a fatwa issued on July 30 2018 by the Grand Mufti of Jerusalem, 

Sheikh Muhammad Hussein, who forbade participation in the municipal elections or running for 

mayor. Fatwas are issued regularly prior to each municipal election. According to the fatwa, there 

are more disadvantages than benefits ensuing from the participation than benefits.184 Moreover, the 

mufti emphasized at Friday prayers in June that participation in the elections was tantamount to re-

moving oneself from «the religion, the nation and the homeland.»185 Christian authorities took a 

similar position. The archbishop of the Greek Orthodox Church, Atallah Hanna, condemned anyone

participating in the elections, stating that there were many ways to serve the holy city without giv-

ing legitimacy to the occupation.186 Hence, participation had become even more complicated when 

religious leaders of main religious communities in Jerusalem denounced any activity connected to 

the elections.

Finally, participation in the elections could potentially place voters in danger. Both candidates had 

received threats that they claimed were directed by the PA. Abu Sarah believed that these threats 

were one of the core reasons that impeded Palestinians from voting.187 After the fatwa had been is-

sued, street violence against volunteers handing out leaflets encouraging Palestinians to vote in-

creased. Several were attacked, and one person was hospitalized.188 

182 Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung Palestinian Territories, «Municipal Elections in Jerusalem (part 7).»
183 Patel, Zghari, «Palestinians in Jerusalem.»
184Al Mayadeen, «Majlis al-iftā  al- a li fī ʾ ʾ ʿ filast Oīn ih Oram al-ānkhirāt O fī al-intikhābāt al-baladīya,» 
Youtube, August 3, 2018, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gHh_eTdbojA&feature=share&fb-
clid=IwAR2gp26sloVSQbaU3KAxUiv4aobX9y7BMkUCU4s6hpiwFX8kTBlIxl2Fic8.
185 Meron Rapoport, «East Jerusalem Palestinians are ready to take back their city,» +972 Magazine, June 
14, 2018, https://www.972mag.com/east-jerusalem-palestinians-are-ready-to-take-back-their-city/136186/. 
186 Wat Oan, «Al-mat Orān h Oanā: narfud O al-mushārakat biintikhābāt baladīyat al-ih Otilāl fī al-quds,» Sep-
tember 11, 2018, https://www.wattan.net/ar/print/264055.html. 
187 Author’s interview with Aziz Abu Sarah.
188 Prince-Gibson, «Why There’s No Palestinian Protest Vote.»
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Jihan, a Palestinian NGO employee, told Foreign Policy magazine in an interview that she and most

of her friends received anonymous calls warning them not to vote.189 Another respondent, Majda 

Ibrahimi, confessed that she was afraid of the PA and thus did not plan on voting.190 In fact, a public

opinion poll conducted by the Palestinian Center for Policy and Survey Research (PCPSR), con-

firmed that as many as 60 percent of Palestinians felt they could not criticize the PA without feeling

fear.191A study by the Hebrew University of Jerusalem revealed that some of the respondents would 

be very upset if anyone in their circle of friends or family voted and would try to persuade them not 

to vote.192 In this regard, one can conclude that the fear to go against the general public opinion and 

the PA was a significant obstacle preventing many from voting. 

In summation, the arguments against voting apparently outnumber those pro voting. The reasons for

boycott are multi-faceted. The main political argument against the participation is a refusal to rec-

ognize Israel’s legitimacy over the city and to normalize the occupation. Moreover, many Palestini-

ans fear the reaction of the PA and religious leaders by going against the ban through participating 

in the elections. Some East Jerusalemites did not find a suitable candidate for whom they could 

vote. Thereby the lack of leadership and having a concrete strategy were yet other reasons to boy-

cott the elections. The overall sentiment among Palestinians when interviewed about the elections 

was despair, hopelessness, and feelings of neglect. People did not have any trust or hoped that the 

elections would make it any better. Therefore they did not consider voting as a solution to their ev-

eryday problems. Yet, the situation in East Jerusalem has been rapidly deteriorating, and it has re-

quired taking immediate measures. The focus of both Abu Sarah and Dabash’s electoral campaign 

was on the improvement of municipal services. 

In the next chapter, I examine the proposals for necessary improvements in East Jerusalem and dis-

cuss the steps that have already been taken in this respect.

5. Neglect in East Jerusalem in 2018 

East Jerusalem neighborhoods have been neglected by the municipality from the very beginning of 

189 Ibid.
190 Ibid.
191«Public Opinion Poll No -68,» Palestinian Center for Policy and Survey Research (PSR), accessed April
16, 2020, http://pcpsr.org/en/node/729. 
192 Itai Bavli and Mollie Gerver, Formal Boycott or Informal Frustration? Non-voting in East Jerusalem 
for the Jerusalem Municipal Elections (The Hebrew University of Jerusalem) http://poliscihuji.wiki.hu-
ji.ac.il/images/Non-Voting_in_East_Jerusalem.pdf. 
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the occupation in 1967 until the present day. Undeveloped infrastructure, house demolition, revok-

ing of residence permits, astronomic costs of building permits and lack of job opportunities: all 

these factors have impaired Palestinians’ livelihood in East Jerusalem. The 2018 municipal elec-

tions Palestinian candidates were determined to change this reality and make sure Palestinians re-

ceived better services. With the purpose of giving a comprehensive image of the situation on the 

ground, I now present the current issues facing East Jerusalemites and the consequences of such 

long-term neglect by the municipality. 

To begin with, there is high criminal activity in East Jerusalem. Some of the participants of the 

roundtable discussion held by Palestine-Israel Journal describe living in Jerusalem as unsafe and 

insecure. Jerusalem after 5 pm is like a ghost town because of the lack of social and political secu-

rity.193 When discussing the environment in East Jerusalem, the head of PASSIA,194 dr. Mahdi Ab-

del-Hadi, predicted that the future of Jerusalem would resemble the situation of the Arabs in Jaffa, a

city rampant with drugs, unemployment and people struggling to survive.195 The city is ruled by lo-

cal thugs, and some families go into crime business demanding protection and money from mer-

chants.196 As a result, areas such as Shuafat refugee camp and Issawiya have become no-go zones 

for the Israeli police unless internal security is threatened.197 

Housing is another major challenge for East Jerusalemites. The process of applying for building 

permits is a lengthy bureaucratic one, and Palestinians are only permitted to build on a limited par-

cel of land in East Jerusalem. Such applications are often rejected. To illustrate, only seven percent 

of building permits in Jerusalem have been granted to Palestinians.198The cost of a building permit 

can vary from 20 000 to 25 000 dollars for 100 square meter floor area building,199 which is unaf-

fordable for most Palestinians. Moreover, no form for public housing assistance is available for 

Palestinian families in contrast to their counterparts ones.  As a result, most construction of residen-

193 Abuzayyad, «Young Palestinian Voices,» 95.
194 The Palestinian Academic Society for the Study of International Affairs.
195 International Crisis Group, The Jerusalem Powder Keg, 10.
196 Daoud Kuttab, «East Jerusalem's elections are more than symbolic,» al-Jazīra, September 19, 2016, 
https://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/opinion/2016/09/east-jerusalem-elections-symbolic-
160918055105903.html. 
197 Yudith Oppenheimer and Ehud Tagari, Displaced in their own city The Impact of Israeli Policy in East 
Jerusalem on the Palestinian Neighborhoods of the City beyond the Separation Barrier (Ir Amin, June 
2015), 40-41. http://www.ir-amim.org.il/sites/default/files/akurim_ENG_for%20web_0.pdf.
198 Nir Hasson, «Only 7% of Jerusalem Building Permits Go to Palestinian Neighborhoods,» Haaretz, June
12, 2015, https://www.haaretz.com/israel-news/.premium-only-7-of-jlem-building-permits-go-to-palestinian-
neighborhoods-1.5432437. 
199 Francesco Chiodelli, Shaping Jerusalem: Spatial Planning, Politics and the Conflict (Taylor and Fran-
cis, 2016), 80.
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tial and non-residential buildings is done without building permits. An estimated 20 000 housing 

units were built without a permit.200 Consequently, these buildings are often constructed of low-

quality materials and are structurally precarious. The lack of building permit also opens them up to 

demolition, since the constructions are considered illegal by the government. An Israeli NGO Btse-

lem reported that 169 Palestinian housing units were demolished in 2019; 42 of those demolitions 

were carried out by owners.201

Further, East Jerusalemites face legal discrimination in the form of termination of residency. Unlike

Israelis, most Palestinians in Jerusalem have a status of permanent residents. This permits them to 

legally work, reside and receive social benefits from Israel. However, this status can be revoked if 

Palestinians failed to prove that they actively maintained «center of life» in Jerusalem. If a Pales-

tinian left Jerusalem for more than seven years or received permanent residency or citizenship from 

another country, he would be regarded as having moved his «center of life» and could lose his resi-

dency status. Residing in the West Bank or the Gaza Strip is also considered «residing abroad.» It is

worth mentioning that residency status does not automatically transfer to one’s spouse or children. 

Following an October 2015 government decree,202 Israeli authorities have also started to revoke res-

idence permits of Palestinians who have breached «minimal allegiance» to the State of Israel. This 

justification is mainly used against those accused of betrayal, terrorism or other anti-Israel activi-

ties. According to the Interior Ministry data, at least 14 630 ID cards were withdrawn from Pales-

tinian residents of Jerusalem since 1967.203 This policy places Jerusalemites in a vulnerable posi-

tion. Without legal status, they can not formally work, study or receive social welfare benefits. 

Moreover, they are deprived of freedom of movement within the West Bank, which includes East 

Jerusalem. The fear of losing permanent residency has a negative effect on the daily life of Pales-

tinians and pushes many to leave their native city to villages outside the Separation Barrier or the 

West Bank. This policy goes hand in hand with the goal of the Israeli government to maintain a 

solid Jewish majority and limit the number of Arab residents in the city. In addition, it goes against 

human rights law which protects the right of free movement to and from one’s own country.204

200 Bartels, Blake, Efron and Reiter, What Might Happen, 8.
201 «Statistics on demolition of houses built without permits in East Jerusalem,» Btselem, accessed April 
24, 2020, https://www.btselem.org/planning_and_building/east_jerusalem_statistics. 
202«Security Cabinet approves anti-terror measures,» Israel Ministry of Foreign Affairs, accessed May 06, 
2020. https://mfa.gov.il/mfa/pressroom/2015/pages/security-cabinet-approves-anti-terror-measures-13-oct-
2015.aspx.
203 «PASSIA Factsheet 2019: Jerusalem.»
204 «Israel: Jerusalem Palestinians Stripped of Status,» Human Rights Watch, last modified August 8, 
2017, https://www.hrw.org/news/2017/08/08/israel-jerusalem-palestinians-stripped-status.
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Living conditions in East Jerusalem are precarious not just for adults, but also for children. Ever 

since the early days of annexation, East Jerusalem’s school system has suffered from deep neglect. 

The school infrastructure requires urgent reform: there is a shortage of classrooms, understaffing 

and a high dropout rate. The data from Jerusalem Institute for Policy Research shows that about 38 

percent of Palestinians over the age of 18 have not completed twelve years of schooling.205 The av-

erage dropout rate among Jewish students is 13%.206

In order to improve the education in East Jerusalem, the Jerusalem municipality has announced an 

increase in the school budget as a part of the five-year plan to bridge gaps in East Jerusalem. Since 

its launch, 100 million NIS of the two million total budget have been invested in East Jerusalem's 

schooling system.207 The funds have been spent mostly on educational projects, such as promoting 

Hebrew proficiency, building classrooms and renovating school buildings. In reality, this plan re-

flects the effort of the Israeli government to Israelize the Palestinian educational system by rapidly 

replacing Palestinian curriculum with an Israeli one. Consequently, the number of Palestinian stu-

dents studying the Israeli curriculum has been steadily growing, from 1000 in 2012 to 7500 in 

2018.208 Most Palestinians oppose this trend, as they regard it as a threat to their national identity. 

As a matter of fact, the former Grand Mufti of Jerusalem and Palestine, Sheikh Ikrima Sabri, issued 

a fatwa against the adoption of an Israeli curriculum. He emphasized during a Friday sermon that 

the Israeli curriculum «contradicts our values, customs, religion and history» and that every person 

who supported the process of Israelisation was a sinner.209

Last, but not the least, the increase in settlement activity in East Jerusalem is alarming. A well-

known Israeli NGO Peace Now estimates that thirteen settlements with 220 036 inhabitants are cur-

rently present in East Jerusalem.210 In the recent years, the Israeli government has intensified its at-

tempts to change the facts on the ground. For instance, the Amendment to the Basic Law and 

205 «PASSIA Factsheet 2019: Jerusalem.» 
206 Maimon Oshrat and Aviv Tatarsky, Fifty Years of Neglect: East Jerusalem Education Report (Ir Amin, 
September 2017), 9. http://www.ir-amim.org.il/sites/default/files/Education_Report_2017-
Fifty_Years_of_Neglect.pdf. 
207 «Bridge Gaps,» Jerusalem Municipality, accessed April 15, 2020, https://www.jerusalem.muni.il/en/
newsandarticles/municipality-news/bridge-gaps-in-east-jerusalem/.
208 «PASSIA Factsheet 2019: Jerusalem.»
209 Arab 48, ʿ «Fatwa tah Oram al-ta āmul ma  ʿ ʿ al-munāhij al-isrā īlīya bimadāʾ ris al-qud,» September 
16, 2017, https://tinyurl.com/y7d8cmyy. 
210«Jerusalem,» Peacenow, accessed April 11, 2020, https://peacenow.org.il/en/settlements-watch/settle-
ments-data/Jerusalem.
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Greater Jerusalem bill were introduced by the Knesset members in 2017. The purpose of these bills 

was to increase Jerusalem’s Jewish population by altering Jerusalem’s boundaries and ultimately de

facto annexing three settlement blocks.211 Furthermore, the intention behind the plan was to transfer 

Palestinian residents who lived outside the Separation Barrier, but within the municipal boundaries. 

In practice, although remaining under Israeli sovereignty, those neighborhoods would no longer be 

considered as part of Jerusalem. In the long run, these actions will seriously hamper Palestinian 

presence in the city and exacerbate the already deteriorating living conditions.  

All in all, Palestinians in East Jerusalem are witnessing further neglect and isolation from the 

Jerusalem municipality. The increase in poverty, unemployment, revocation of the resident permits 

and failure to provide adequate municipal services are some of the factors that contribute to the 

worsening situation. The core aim of the participation in the elections for both Abu Sarah and 

Dabash was precisely to fill in the gaps and make sure that the municipality fulfilled its obligations 

towards East Jerusalem’s inhabitants.

211 Betty Herschman and Yehudit Oppenheimer, «Drawing New Lines: Israel’s Unilateral Policies to Re-
shape Jerusalem,» Palestine-Israel Journal of Politics, Economics and Culture XXIII, no. 4 (2018) https://
www.pij.org/articles/1872/drawing-new-lines-israels-unilateral-policies-to-reshape-jerusalem. 
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6. Conclusion

The goal of this study has been to examine how Palestinians’ engagement in the municipal elections

in East Jerusalem has changed since the annexation of East Jerusalem in 1967 until the last elections

that were held in 2018. As I have shown in my analysis, most Palestinians in East Jerusalem have 

chosen to boycott the elections. The primary reason for the boycott is a refusal to legitimize Israeli 

rule over East Jerusalem. Moreover, many do not vote for fear of contradicting the PLO’s official 

position. Peer pressure also plays a great role in Palestinians’ decision to maintain the boycott. 

Many have pointed out that they might have voted, had there been credible and reliable electoral 

candidates. 

However, there are a few Palestinians no longer see the effectiveness of the boycott. The living con-

ditions of East Jerusalem residents are rapidly deteriorating, and urgent measures need to be taken 

in order to improve the situation in Arab neighborhoods after fifty-three years of disregard by Is-

raeli municipal authorities. Hence, the proponents of voting advocate political activity as a possible 

way to solve current problems in Jerusalem. Among the elections’ proponents were two Palestinian 

candidates for the 2018 elections, Aziz Abu Sarah and Ramadan Dabash. Despite high visibility in 

the media and optimistic prognoses prior to the elections, Dabash failed to gain enough votes to 

pass the threshold, and Abu Sarah withdrew his candidacy due to intimidation from Israeli and 

Palestinian actors. 

Many consider voting an act of treason and normalization, which also corresponds to the PLO’s of-

ficial position. Subsequently, both candidates were accused of normalizing ties with Israel and were

subject to serious threats. Abu Sarah refuted these accusations by claiming that East Jerusalemites 

were already engaged in «forced normalization» in their everyday lives- meaning that they use wel-

fare services provided to them, such as hospitals and kindergartens. Moreover, many Palestinians 

work with Israelis as the wages are much higher on the Israeli side and there are more work oppor-

tunities.

Israel regards normalization with Palestinians based in Jerusalem as a positive and welcoming 

process. Its policy has gradually shifted from complete neglect to integration of Palestinians into Is-

raeli society. It has, for instance, facilitated the application process for obtaining Israeli citizenship 

and increased investments in East Jerusalem’s infrastructure. Nonetheless, all the policies Israel is 
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putting forward are ultimately designed for Judaization, and not for the integration of Palestinians. 

Israelis envisage that the policies will result in the dilution of Palestinian national identity, making 

them loyal residents of the State of Israel. It is factually incorrect that Palestinians are succumbing 

to normalization. Their increased citizenship applications and participation in the elections are prag-

matic rather than ideological act. They should rather be seen as both an act of resistance through 

their refusal to leave their homeland and a desire to retain the right for the social benefits and the Is-

raeli residence permit in Jerusalem. 

All in all, participation in the Jerusalem municipal elections is a dilemma for Palestinians. They do 

not vote because they do not recognize Israeli control of East Jerusalem. This, however, comes at a 

terrible cost as the services provided to East Jerusalem citizens are far below the acceptable stan-

dard, and according to some accounts, perhaps they suffer the most from the occupation of all 

Palestinians.212 One can conclude that the official position of the PLO has not changed throughout 

the years. Yet, the public interest in the elections among Palestinians has increased. In the future 

elections taking place in 2023, there might be slightly more Palestinian voters in the elections, as 

well as Palestinian candidates. However, it is unlikely that the candidates will receive enough votes 

to pass the threshold, as it appears that most Palestinians intend to keep the boycott. Voting will re-

main to be a highly sensitive matter. Moreover, it is improbable that Palestinian candidates would 

make a significant impact on the municipal policies towards East Jerusalem.

212 Author’s conversation with Dag Tuastad.
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